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MONTAUK SECRET BASE
CAUSED KENNEDY CRASH
7/18/99 KORTON-jonur
Good afternoon, Korton here in Light and in service
to Holy God. The big boys in the game of manipulation
and control have just played a major hand in their dealings
with the methods used to keep you-the-people in line. This
weekend marks anniversaries to your Moon landing charade, TWA flight 800 shoot-down and Ted Kennedy’s
Chappaquidick incident. It will also now be known for
two more reasons: John F. Kennedy, Jr.’s apparent death
and the operational use of a massive mind-control/energy
weapons system of incredible power.
MONTAUK PROJECT ONLINE
The Montauk military installation, located at a defunct base in the city of Montauk, Long Island--New
York, is a sprawling underground complex used for secret
experiments in high-energy physics, matter teleportation,
time “tunneling”, weather control and ADVANCED
MIND-CONTROL EXPERIMENTS. The effects of this
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base are well known in the region since the 1920s--though
the public is not aware of the cause, nor the thousands of
missing persons who ended up as human guinea pigs at the
hands of scientists in the employ of the American branch
of the worldwide secret government known by many
names but chiefly as Majority Twelve (MJ-12) for this
portion of pyramided power structure by which the clandestine players carry out their mandates.
The Montauk base is the final destination of people
who were kidnaped from the streets and back alleys of the
entire eastern portion of the United States (many hundreds
of immigrants from other countries who came to America
in search of a better life ended up at the base as well--their
families believing them to be just one more casualty of the
struggle to make it in your land of opportunity and
promise) and taken to this place where they were subjected
to the most inhuman treatment and unimaginable experiments. All were either killed outright from the experiments or died slowly from grossly disfiguring and mentally debilitating effects from the variable-focus high
energy discharges used in various experiments.
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JOHN F. KENNEDY JR.’S

MISSING
AIRCRAFT WAS DOWNED BY
MONTAUK EQUIPMENT
There are several reasons why Kennedy’s plane was
made to crash off the coast of Martha’s Vineyard, a resort
island in Massachusetts, where it was expected about 10
p.m.--not the least of which was to silence the political
news publication, George. John F. Kennedy Jr. was not
an elite “establishment” man, though he and his family are
among the conspirators (beginning with “papa Joe” with
his Hollywood mob connections) that have caused great
harm to the liberties of American citizens, “John-John”,
was about to become a threat to the Zionists just like his
father before him.
Just as his father and uncle, Robert, John Jr. had an
independent streak that could not be counted on by the
very elite who put America’s royals in power and an
independent magazine that prided itself with reporting
politics in an unconventional way was not something the
Khazar-elite could ignore. Sooner or later stories that, at
the least, would cause them embarrassment--or, at the
(Continued on page 2)
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worst, cause the millions of fans and admirers worldwide
(including late Princess Diana and her sons--she wanted
William to follow in young Kennedy’s footsteps and
admired the way he handled politics and still managed to
“keep his soul”) to begin to open their eyes to what the
establishment was doing to bring down the moral and
economic base of society. And for that the conspirators
could take no chances, they were too close to their goal of
a world order timed to coincide with the arrival of the new
millennium.

surrounding atmosphere. Just as the Northrop
Corporation’s levitation discs (flying saucers) create a
blue discharge of glowing light around the craft at the
periphery where the craft’s electromagnetic field meets
the air, any focused or concentrated area of this type of
energy also creates visible disturbances.
THE COAST GUARD’S FIVE –
AND-A-HALF- HOUR DELAY WAS
PROOF OF THEIR COMPLICITY

The Coast Guard is subordinate to the Chief of Naval
Operations (CNO) as are all military and civil air and sea
patrols of any importance in the eyes of the Majority
The George Bush Center For Intelligence (formerly Twelve parallel government. The Coast Guard was
Cental Intelligence Agency) and the airfield that is the handling “public relations” while special warfare units
base of much covert action (foreign--and soon to be who are the enforcers for the one-worlders did underwater
domestic--military intervention in the destabilization of incursions to retrieve bodies (or attempt to verify same).
governments), worked with the Montauk station in caus- Just like murdered former commerce secretary Ron
Brown’s plane crash
ing the crash and covering up
(special agents and spethe crime scene. There are
But know, just as with the Challenger cial warfare personnel
already circulating stories of
crew being placed in safe keeping by were first on the crash
Kennedy staging a disappearing act for various reasons
the Hosts, while DNA obtained from site to administer the coup
d’etat: a 45 caliber bullet
and even hints that doubles
medical testing samples allowed for in the brain) the “cleanup
of himself and passengers (inreplicas to be manufactured so that crew” was working
cluding a fourth that is not
getting much publicity) are
“bodies” could be given back to the throughout the night to
running around somewhere.
families for burial to keep the public cover tracks and make
presentable (should you
The confusion factor is
from
knowing
the
existence
and
be allowed to have cloprimed to kick into high gear
participation of Space Command in sure in this emotionally
as the truth of the circumstances begins to surface. But
human affairs, so too would be the case shattering ordeal) “victims” and wreckage.
know, just as with the Chalwith John Jr.
All throughout the
lenger crew being placed in
conferences a swarm of
safe keeping by the Hosts,
while DNA obtained from medical testing samples al- known CIA and Mossad agents were identified giving
lowed for replicas to be manufactured so that “bodies” interviews, inaccurate passenger descriptions and weather
could be given back to the families for burial to keep the conditions, assessments on Kennedy’s flying skills, and
public from knowing the existence and participation of derailing those all-important FIRST REPORTS that are
Space Command in human affairs, so too would be the about as close to full disclosure as you are ever going to
get from the CIA journalists and broadcast speakers on the
case with John Jr.
All who profess to do God’s work and ask for agency’s payroll.
protection are protected. Period. It is not for the limited
perception of man to know the hows and whys of the actual TWO MORE IMPORTANT REASONS FOR THE
KENNEDY PLANE CRASH
safekeeping and commitments of those in service to God
Aton of Holy Light, for indeed there is much that is below
The first is to further take away your right and ability
the surface of your understanding; like that iceberg that
has only a minuscule portion above the surface where you to travel freely about the country in commuter and airline
are left to only ponder at the 98-percent mass which is not networking. The biggest danger to the conspirators is the
working together of you-the-people and the circumnaviin view.
gating of the Zionist control structure. We of God’s Hosts
THE MYSTERIOUS HAZE
and our diligent ground crews have put in place a system
WAS CAUSED BY
that does just that very thing. The Better Way of God’s
ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY
people allows for humanity to have their prayers answered
in the only physical way possible--through physical peopleAnyone familiar with the so-called “Philadelphia -not some nebulous energy forms the lot of you have given
Experiment” in which a Navy ship was transported through up trying to see. Mankind finds it most difficult to believe
time and space and returned to a harbor with sailors in that which he cannot touch or “see” with his senses, yet
aboard, is familiar with the haze that accompanied the he seems to have no problems believing the unfounded and
power electromagnetic fields generated by the equipment unreasonable lies by the conspirators who have proven to
on board the ship and support ship tethered nearby. him over and over that they are not FOR man’s growth and
Observers witnessed a clear sky suddenly develop a enlightenment.
You constantly fall for the lies and drink the poison (or
mysterious blue-grey haze, and just as suddenly it dissipates, leaving the witnesses baffled as to its cause. When- allow for the shots and pills that are causing you to drop
ever your government scientists utilize such equipment like flies in winter) that YOU KNOW IS KILLING YOU.
that is capable of generating such massive displacements WHY DON’T YOU LISTEN TO YOUR TROOPS?
of electrical energy you will always see disturbances in the ANTHRAX (LEGIONNAIRE’S DISEASE) IS BEING
LANGLEY (CIA) AIRFIELD WAS
CHARGED WITH THE COVERUP
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PERFECTED IN DOSAGES SUITABLE FOR GIVING IN QUANTITIES THAT MEET UN MANDATES
FOR DEPOPULATION TIMETABLES FOR THE
MILLENNIUM. HOW LONG WILL YOU IGNORE
THE EVIDENCE AND THE SUFFERING AND THE
BLATANT COVERUP PROCESS THAT DISMISSES
THE CLAIMS OF THE DYING SERVICE MEMBERS
AND THEIR FAMILIES?
Chelas, if you don’t take care of your own why would
you expect the thieves and murderers to do so? They are
the ones who are doing this to you--THEY ARE TRYING
TO GET RID OF YOU BEFORE YOU COME INTO
KNOWING AND HEAR GOD’S WORDS AS THEY
GO TO THE FOUR CORNERS OF YOUR EARTH. IT
IS A DEATH KNELL TO THE ELITE BIG BOYS AND
YET, YOU DEPEND ON THEM TO FIX IT FOR
YOU???
Well, they are trying as fast as they can to “fix it”; let
us hope you come into knowing before you are fixed-permanently. The other reason for the decision to bring
down Kennedy’s plane is the most important of all:
DISTRACTION.
WHAT’S GOING ON
ABOVE YOUR HEADS?
While the world watches the shores and waters along
the eastern U.S. coastline that is the cradle of assumed
power for Americans, the way Wales is for the British or
Crimea was for the Tzar’s Christian Russians--THE
MOST DEFINITIVE CONFLICT YET KNOWN TO
HUMANITY IS HAPPENING RIGHT NOW IN THE
SKIES ABOVE YOU.
What’s the latest information that’s been given to you
regarding the CONTINUED air operations by Air Force
Intelligence, New Zealand and Italy? (The Vatican/Mafia
group is never far behind the Zionist/Mishpucka as to
criminal use of public resources such as the military and
public works--be they garbage collection or nuclear
powerplants--crooks in “high” places, adorned in robes
and stiff cleric collars, are still crooks.) These three
control access to the southern region of your planet for the
Western members of the elite’s Antarctic Survey Group.
The MILITARY BASE at the International Antarctic
Center at Christchurch International Airport is a support
base built to support the Bolshevik stealth navy (the
technology for making ships and aircraft invisible to radar
as well as to human sight was developed at the secret
Montauk facility) that is planned to be used after the
Project Z War Plan is carried out.
It is taking every resource of the Command to see to
it that you don’t blow yourselves away with the real Star
Wars games now in progress. All Command craft remain
on standby alert as are the shuttle craft and beam ships
working to counter the nuclear back feeds (like the massive one in Japan that you have not been given the full story
on) that threaten to render the planet uninhabitable.
YOUR GOVERNMENT BELIEVES IT HAS THE CAPABILITY TO DO BATTLE WITH RUSSIA AND
THEY ARE USING THEIR BEAM WEAPONS AND
THE ACTIVATED WORLD GRID’S AIMING SYSTEM TO BRING DOWN ROCKETS AND SATELLITES--AND MAYBE EVEN A SPHERE OR TWO!!
WOULD YOUR CIA SCIENTISTS KNOW THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A REAL RUSSIAN PLATFORM AND A DECOY?
The military-industrial groups of the adversary to
humanity have a vast array of bases in all parts of the
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world and under your seas, assembled in preparation for
this day in your history to bring about the utopian society
they have planned for for centuries. It is the people who
are the enemies and the Russian Space Command who are
your allies this time around. You see, the Kremlin’s new
rulers know full well that the Anti-Christ to humanity
resides in America and England, and Russia’s Christians
mean to exact a measure of accounting for the slaughter
of more than one-hundred-million of their Christian countrymen by the Zionists. If you stand in their way they will
count you among their enemies and it will be a war that
you cannot escape from.
The Russians still control the battleground that is the
most high (space) and no matter what you are told to the
contrary, it is they who have won the space race.

you perceive it to be is nothing more than a living dream LIKE CHILDREN PLAYING AT COWBOYS AND
of electrical thought patterns interacting with countless INDIANS.
NATO’s bombing of the Chinese Embassy was the
other thought patterns, all of which comes from the only
entity who is really doing the thinking—God. Everyone work of MI-6 agents and stooges. NATO had the exact
else and everything else IS SIMULATING THAT PRO- coordinates and Global Positioning System codes for
CESS. If the evil manipulators can convince you that you China’s Belgrade embassy and the Chinese intelligence
are living in a physical world of substance--AND CAUSE officers who were killed were secretly among the closest
YOU TO FORGET THAT IT IS AN ILLUSION OF blood relations of the ruling party of China! So they are
GRAND PROPORTIONS--then they increase their seem- a long way from forgetting the matter and it is for this
ing importance for this segment of the illusory projected reason that Hong Kong, Taiwan and South Korea are so
near to annihilation that the dragon’s nuclear-heated
light show. And that’s it in a nut shell.
God is simplicity. The childlike wonderment of the breath can be felt by all ones in those territories.
Creation gives you the best opportunities for growth and
THE ZIONISTS ARE PLAYING WITH FIRE
advancement, but the childish manner in which you live
your lives as to being enamored with sex, petty squabbles
The Khazar elite are no different than the other elites
and “me” centeredness was taught by the adversary to
God to get you into the mode of stagnation. And that is that have dreams of world conquest. It is just that the false
most easily accomplished by feeding you a constant Jews from your Biblical-past are so convinced that they
stream of distractions while playing on the fears of the are THE chosen of God that they regard “winning” as allimportant. If they cannot
physical body. Fear of not
have the world then no one
enough money, not enough
The other reason for the decision to else will either. Even the
gasoline to drive your vehicles, not enough electricbring down Kennedy’s plane is the most real “Jew haters” have
bowed out to this madnessity to run your appliances,
important of all: DISTRACTION.
-and leave it to the Khazars
not enough “love” to satWhile the world watches the shores to leave no stone unturned
isfy your ego--all these
and waters along the eastern U.S. coast- to further their Zionist amthings have nothing to do
with the REAL YOU that
line that is the cradle of assumed power bitions; the vacuum left by
registers none of these
for Americans, the way Wales is for the the neo-Nazi types is being
filled by Khazar Jews to
things BUT CAN BE
British
or
Crimea
was
for
the
Tzar’s
add to the sympathy they
HELD BACK BECAUSE
Christian Russians--THE MOST DE- have purposely created in
OF
YOUR
BODIES’ADDICTION
FINITIVE CONFLICT YET KNOWN that it aides in their
antisemitism “hands-off”
TO THEM AND THE
TO HUMANITY IS HAPPENING stance with the rest of the
FEELINGS THEY CRERIGHT NOW IN THE SKIES ABOVE world. By creating the cliATE FOR YOUR PHYSImate of hatred (or perCAL BEING.
YOU.
ceived hatred) of “Jews”
By not being aware of
the Zionists can steamroll
the actual focus of your
politicians and the goals of your space program, in which away all your Constitutional rights while you worry
true space exploration has been scrapped in favor of secret whether or not you are being bigoted.
It is being fast made a crime to even mention the word
military hardware and holographic deceptions to ensure
the rulership stays intact, the masses are willingly becom- Jew if you are not Jewish. How do you think it got to be
ing expendable pawns. The power players have no so bad in communist, fascist, etc. countries where secret
intentions of loosening their grip from your throats on police and high-stepping Gestapo troops could literally
their own accord, and today, Israel’s Ehud Barak will be drive up and down the streets picking up any who even
in Washington to tour the new Jer-USA-lem that he looked at them? How do you think newspapers and media
inherited for Khazaria’s plans for the taking of the world- outlets were closed down and freedom of speech banned?
-IF YOU ALLOW SUCH TO GO ON UNCHAL- Do you think this happened over night--that one morning
LENGED THE REST OF THE WORLD WILL the people woke up to discover that the morning paper was
GIVE UP HOPE FOR YOU, AND THERE WILL no longer on their doorstep and that an army of sadistic
BE NO COMING TO YOUR RESCUE WHEN THE police just sprouted-up on their street corners while they
KHAZARIAN PLANS FALL INTO SHAMBLES; slept? This sort of change happens with time, chelas, BUT
AS IT MUST DO, FOR EVIL NEVER ENDURES-- IT DOES NOT HAPPEN OUT OF SIGHT OF THE
EVEN WELL-LAID PLANS SUCH AS ISRAEL’S. PEOPLE.
The Chinese are poised to show you exactly what
they’ve been doing while they POSSESSED THE
THE APPARATUS IS ALREADY IN PLACE
SHREWDEST OF ALL SPY CULTS, REMEMBER
IT IS ASIAN CUNNING AND ANCIENT WISDOM
The troops that turned on the people did not get bussed
THAT THE REST OF THE WORLD’S SPY AGEN- in or emerge from hiding from great underground subterCIES HAVE BASED THEIR TECHNIQUES ON. ranean cities (though you do have that now and that is why
THE FORMERLY SLEEPING DRAGON HAS we say you cannot win a shooting war with your enemiesBEEN SUBMERGED ALL THIS TIME, THEIR -no matter who they turn out to be), they came from the
ENTIRE NATIONAL SECURITY STRUCTURE system the people already knew. It was a system that the
WAS UNDERGROUND--LITERALLY!!!--SO NO masses were told was for THEIR protection. Just as with
ONE KNEW WHAT CHINA WAS UP TO. AND IF what America is facing with mind-controlled CIA assasTHE DRAGON IS ANGERED AND PROVOKED sins (like the man in Atlanta who murdered his family-TO STRIKE, IT WILL MAKE KOSOVO LOOK
(Continued on page 22)

PETE CONRAD MURDERED
TO KEEP HIM FROM TALKING
Astronaut Pete Conrad was taken out to keep from
telling you who really won the space race and to prevent
the public from knowing the truth of the public relations
program NASA astronauts were tricked into playing. He
was killed in similar manner to T.E. Laurence “of Arabia”
(who crossed swords with the British elite who betrayed
the trust of the Arab world and now their deserts are a
hotbed of war and great poverty--surrounded by oases of
British agents posing as Emirs and reigning princes-while the first salvos of nuclear Armageddon are being
readied to use them as the flashpoint). A thin wire was
stretched across the road over one he frequented and the
accident scene was made to look like his luck ran out.
Conrad’s luck also ran out as to plans he had (and he
had already begun to talk openly to the public) to clear his
conscience of the lies he and the other astronauts have had
to tell--and endure--for all humanity. This is especially
hard on the 30th anniversary of the Moon landing that John
F. Kennedy Sr. inspired. Though you already had men on
the Moon when he spoke the words that rallied a world to
focus their attention there, it was still a great time to be
Americans because it was a dream that all people have,
even if they are not outwardly aware of it, because it is
your roots... it is from where not only the human races all
come but the SPIRITUAL ASPECT OF YOUR BEINGS
AS WELL.
Life and every form of matter comes from the vacuum
of the cold blackness of space, and it is to that same
vastness that all will eventually return. All organic and
inorganic life is created and sustained by the compression
of the super coldness of space--that is what keeps you and
all other matter from exploding a heat death, which is the
natural order and process of creation.
With knowledge of how you were created comes the
fact that you are not alone in the universe and that others
are here to guide you through your next cycle of evolution.
You do not go from Sunday morning Bible school to allknowingness of unified fields and subatomic structures in
a single lesson of raptured teachings from self-proclaimed
or ill-informed know-it-alls. Ones who come from those
outer reaches must be present to show you the way. And
so it has come to pass.
IGNORANCE IS THE WAY
OF THE ANTI-CHRIST
The big “war” is really over what is being kept from
you in the form of inspired and learned teachings. All
other things are as no-thing. The experience called life as
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WHAT HAPPENED TO
JOHN KENNEDY, JR.?
Official Story Miles from the Truth
Ron Kirzinger, Guest Contributor
As usual, we can only piece together the REAL story the “magic bullet” theory advanced by Arlen Specter for
from bits and pieces ignored or downplayed by the cen- the Warren Commission!
sored, Khazarian-controlled media. As this article will
JOHN KENNEDY’S LAST (PUBLIC) WORDS
demonstrate, the “official” version of events is at odds
even with itself, contradicts John Kennedy’s last words
Early on in the coverage of John Kennedy’s “missand ignores the testimony of many witnesses to the crash
ing” airplane, it was reported that he radioed the control
of his plane on Friday evening, July 16.
tower at 9:39 p.m., reporting his position as 13 miles
THE OFFICIAL VERSION
from the airport, as “not more than 10 miles from shore”
indicating that he was beginning his final approach. Please
The final, official version of events immediately sur- refer again to the accompanying map. Note that the ONLY
rounding the crash of John Kennedy’s airplane is almost plausible approach to Martha’s Vineyard from the southbare of details or facts. The last four radar contacts were west which would place the plane 10 or less miles from
reported as follows:
shore and 13 miles from the airport would be in the vicin9:40:20, altitude 2,200 feet; 9:40:24, altitude 1,900 feet; ity of Noman’s Land, a small island due south of the
9:40:29, altitude 1,600 feet and 9:40:34, altitude 1,100 Kennedy estate.
feet. The AVERAGE rate of descent works out to a little
more than 4,700 feet per minute. We are told that these
WITNESSES
blips occurred at a distance of 16 miles from the airport,
but curiously we are not told in what direction. After
Official reports either do not refer to witnesses or
four days of searching, the main fuselage of the plane state outright that there were none—but there appear to
was located in 116 feet of water, 7 miles southwest of have been many indirect witnesses to the crash.
Gay Head, at the southwestern corner of Martha’s VineVictor Pribanic, a fisherman at Squibnocket Point
(identified by the number “1” on the accompanying map),
yard.
Officially, the reason for the crash is unknown. The reported to the Martha’s Vineyard Times that he had
major media have made every effort to underscore John heard a “loud explosion-like sound" from the direction of
Kennedy’s limited flight experience and the potential for Noman’s Land. This “ear witness” report, ignored by
pilot error. This, they say, given haze and challenging mainstream media, corroborates the 13-mile distance that
flying conditions, could possibly have led to the plane Kennedy called in to the control tower.
entering into a “Graveyard Spiral”, in which the plane
A reporter for the Vineyard Gazette newspaper (idenswirls downward in an ever-tightening spiral at acceler- tified by the number “2” on the map) is reported to have
ating velocity. Now, they say, it will take anywhere from told WCVB-TV in Boston that he was out walking Friday
six to nine months to piece together the aircraft to deter- night about the time of the crash and saw a "big white flash
mine the cause of the crash—either as simple pilot error in the sky" off Philbin Beach, on the southwest coast of
or as mechanical failure. Autopsies are said to have re- Martha’s Vineyard.
Other reports indicate that approximately ten witvealed that all 3 occupants of the plane died instantly, of
multiple injuries, at the point of impact. The bodies of nesses reported an explosion or flash of light “from the
John, Carolyn and Lauren were cremated immediately south” at about the time of the crash. A guest of the
Kennedys (identified by the number “3” on the map), is
following the autopsies.
reported to have witnessed an explosion—but this report
is now listed as “unconfirmed”, possibly out of fear of
WHAT THEY’RE NOT SAYING
reprisals.
DATA IS MILES OFF
Based on the reports of witnesses and Kennedy’s own
Have a close look at the map accompanying this ar- report to the control tower, there is little doubt that the
ticle. Note that the crash wreckage was found 7 miles off crash occurred in the vicinity of Noman’s Land, some
the coast, 19 miles from the airport. Remember that the 7-and one-half miles from where the wreckage of the
last location they said was reported on radar was only 16 plane was officially “found”!
miles from the airport. Thus, according to the official
SYMBOLOGY
version, while plunging at 6,000 feet per minute (according to the last two radar blips), from an altitude of 1,100
feet, with only 11 seconds to impact at that rate, the airThe small island called Noman’s Land is known as
plane, which was traveling northeast, managed to fly 3 a military target-practice area. Was this just “target
miles to the west in those 11 seconds! Wow! Shades of practice”? If so, then who are the real targets? The
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Kennedy estate is only a little over three miles from
Noman’s Land, which is almost exactly due south from
the estate. Visibility that night was eight miles, so the
crash occurred within visual range of the Kennedy
estate and its guests. Surely this message has not been
lost on those at the estate that night.
Virtually all recent reports in the mainstream (controlled) media have referred to the Kennedy estate as the
Kennedy “compound”. What’s wrong with the word
“estate”, instead? “Compound”—as used to describe, for
instance, the unenclosed group of buildings at Waco—
appears to be a code word, implying that all within are
“enemies of the state”. Thus, it is not surprising that any
Kennedy guest who witnessed the explosion will not step
forward at this time to provide evidence.
As in the case of Princess Diana, there are many
unconfirmed reports that Carolyn Bessette Kennedy was
pregnant. A Kennedy heir about to be born? For the
twisted, occult-oriented, satanic minds behind the
scenes, perhaps this was a perfect opportunity for a
sacrifice, performed right in front of the family
members for additional impact.
It is also noteworthy that the Friday plane crash occurred within two days of the anniversary of
“Chappaquidick”, also on Martha’s Vineyard. That event
occurred on Friday, July 18, 1969. John Kennedy’s father was assassinated on Friday, November 22, 1963.
Fridays do indeed seem to hold some significance for
occult, ritual killings.
In addition, the plane crash occurred exactly on the
three-year anniversary of the downing of TWA flight
#800, and in the same general vicinity.
THE SMOKING GUN AT MONTAUK
It is probably no mere coincidence that TWA flight
#800 fell out of the sky in the same general vicinity. It
has long been rumored that special, highly-classified
weapon systems exist at Montauk, New York, which is
only about 60 miles west-southwest of Martha’s
Vineyard. The use of such weapons could account for
eyewitness reports of a “bright flash in the sky” in the
vicinity of the crash.
The pattern of the debris field adds credence to the
notion of mid-air destruction of John Kennedy’s plane.
The Vineyard Gazette reported that debris floated up on
beaches all over the southern part of the island, from Gay
Head all the way east to the Edgartown Great Pond (near
the eastern end of Martha’s Vineyard)—a distance which
covers some 25 miles of shoreline. It is doubtful that a
plane dropping into the water intact would result in such
broad dispersion of the debris.
A firsthand witness of recovered debris, writing under condition of maintaining his anonymity, had this to
say [Ed: Quoting as written]: “All indication from Forensics and Physical evidence investigations lend themselves to a violent explosion, either from an altitude or
barometric pressure device, or from a Particle Beam
Laser…the nature of collateral damage to recovered aircraft parts, and items on board or from (the aircraft) such
as the headrest, foot pedals, steering yoke carpeting and
so fourth. All showed signs of violent damage, having
been ‘ripped’ or blown from their normal positions/locations. This can only be caused by an onboard explosion,
or an attack by a missile or Laser.”
The same source, recently identified as an agent of
Interpol, reports that weather radar information as well
as satellite information is “missing” for a full two-hour
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period of time surrounding the crash. This data could
have shown the electromagnetic wave [Ed: or the
widely reported “haze”, which is a companion
phenomenon of the Montauk equipment, as
Commander Korton points out elsewhere in this
issue] which was probably generated by the Montauk
blast.
Here is another excerpt from this agent’s report [Ed:
Quoting as written]: “Agency is quite familiar with the
evil legacy of Montauk Point. Technology reputed to be
null and void is in fact known to be in
existence there, and being employed against the American public. This
includes not
only this Laser,
but (MK-Ultra)
mind-control,
Remote Viewing, the infamous ‘Montauk
chair’, and so
on. We strongly
suspect one of
the technologies
was
used
a g a i n s t
subject's aircraft.
Currently, evidence
points to the
Laser, although
this cannot be
completely substantiated.”

even consider that argument. His lack of reverence for
“politics as usual”, well reflected in his George magazine, could have been very interesting, to say the least.
The leading contender at present is George Bush, Jr.
What would it mean to America if the very well respected,
squeaky-clean JFK, Jr. were to bring out evidence of
George Bush, Sr.’s involvement in the death of John’s
father? The whole nation has been looking for closure on
that issue for some time. What motivation did JFK, Jr.
have for beginning a series of articles on political assassinations in George magazine? Do you want to bet
whether or not the Kennedy family is aware of the Bush

JFK, JR. FOR
PRESIDENT?
The confidential source
at the site of the
investigation,
referred to immediately
above, states,
“We
have
learned that
subject was
preparing to either run against
Hillary Clinton
in the New York
Primary, or for
the Presidency
in 2000 (which
we believe he
would have won).”
Sherman Skolnick advertises himself as the producer/
moderator of the Chicago public access, Cable-TV Program, Broadsides, and the chairman/founder of the
Citizen's Committee to Clean up the Courts. In a recent
e-mail broadcast, he writes of John Kennedy: “He planned
to reveal a well-kept secret that on or about August 1,
1999, he was to announce he was running for president…”.
Can anyone argue that John Kennedy, Jr. would NOT
make a very strong presidential candidate? Just look at
the outpouring of emotion around the nation before you

involvement? Isn’t it plausible that John’s mother might
have filled him in on some of the intriguing details?
Of course, that isn’t the only bit of “dirt” that sticks
to the Bush family. How about a $250 billion Banco
Nationale del Lavoro (BNL) account in Atlanta, held
jointly in the names of Saddam Hussein and George Bush,
Sr.? Or, what about the Bush family involvement in the
Savings and Loan debacle? Or, how about some hard
evidence that George Bush, Sr.’s Zapata Petroleum/Offshore Company has been heavily involved in importing
drugs into this country, in the sponsons of offshore oilrigs?
Such issues are well beyond the scope of this brief ar-
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ticle, but are well known to many knowledgeable researchers.
John, Jr. would certainly not have had to play all of
these cards—he might not have had to play them at all,
and any ONE of them would have been enough to ensure
his success against the “Skull and Bones” Bush family in
the 2000 elections.
CONCLUSIONS
THE WRECKAGE WAS MOVED 7-AND-ONEHALF MILES WEST OF THE MOST PROBABLE
CRASH LOCATION.
Based on the
early reports of
John Kennedy’s
last words with
the control tower,
as well as numerous reports from
witnesses, it is
highly probable
that his plane
crashed just
northeast of
Noman’s Land.
Anyone who
would even consider the evidence
of his last words
(“not more than
10 miles from
shore, 13 miles
from the airport”) in conjunction with a
map would have
reached that conclusion within
minutes, not
days. There is
little doubt but
that the REAL,
control-tower radar data would
have confirmed
this location. The
Vineyard Gazette reported
early on in the
search
that
Noman’s Land
was a prime
search area and
vessels were dispatched to that area immediately to check it out.
Somehow, however, it took four days to “find” the
wreckage, 7-and-one-half miles west of the REAL
“splash point”, 3 miles west (“backwards”) from where
they say they had their last radar contact. The radar
data alone should have provided a nearly precise
location of the crashed plane—if it was real, as
reported. We are told that the wreckage was

(Continued on page 22)
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of "their side" and "our side", Spectrum vs. CONTACT is
not a test FOR YOU and nothing is amiss with those of
either "side"? If I was good enough for you "then" and they
claim I am good enough for them to heist away--and yet
not say that..." it came and one 15-page letter from Wally you are still offended by something I might say "now"-Gentleman who both objected and gave a lecture on what Gee Whiz, kids--isn't this somewhat silly? ARE YOU
that might mean to the bull. Neither were intended in GOING TO BASE YOUR LIFE JOURNEY AND YOUR
SOUL EXTENSION ON SOMETHING SIMPLY
offense--just observation.
SERIOUS RESPONSE: "WE ARE TRAINING "SILLY"? OH YES, YOU ARE!
We are going to give
OUR RECEIVER! IS
you TRUTH and you do
SHE GOING TO SIMthat which you will with
PLY BE ANOTHER
it--period. We are buildEDITOR OR WILL SHE
ing a foundation for a
OFFER WHAT IS OFIt
is
the
SAME
THING
with
my
balanced world in FreeFERED TO HER--EVEN
dom and Truth--not nonCRAFT,
ladies
and
gentlemen:
I
GET
TO
IF IT OFFENDS?" And,
will people read TRUTH
CHOOSE WHO COMES ABOARD-- sense and "your language
druthers". We are conand something THEY
AND YOUR DEMANDS ARE NOT MY structing a "Galt's Gulch"
CAN UNDERSTAND or
COMMANDS. WHY? FOR NO ONE for survival in a more
are people only interested
WHO UNDERSTANDS TRUTH, JUS- advantageous and toward
in THEIR OWN INDIVIDUAL PERCEPTICE, BALANCE AND HONOR perfecting a balanced
world of equality of adTIONS AS TAUGHT TO
WOULD EVER "DEMAND". AND, THE vantage for ALL OF
THEM? So, readers, if
MORE WHO MAKE UP THEIR MINDS GOD'S CREATIONS,
you don't like "Pfuchier"
AND THEN CHOOSE SPECTRUM-- NOT JUST "YOURS". I
then don't use it! But that
was a valid name given by
BLESS THEM, THEY ARE OUT OF would, however, suggest
you not just try to ride
themselves to themselves,
OUR
HAIR
FOR
WE
HAVE
NO
along on someone "else's"
after one of their leaders
coat tails in this matter-"GROUP"
AND
THERE
THEY
CAN
by the same name. Is "Israel" as someone's name
HAVE THEIR GROUPIE, THEIR GURU because it is the SOUL
which becomes ONE with
offensive or what? It is
EDITOR, AND FOREVER BE BEGGED all things--not your little
from where came "IsraelFOR "CONTRIBUTIONS" TO PAY narrow bodies and brains.
ite". Or, do we not refer to
THEIR MEMBERSHIP DUES. AND, And since you obviously
Iraq-ians as Iraqis because
Saddam Hussein has a bad
NO, AS A MATTER OF FACT, AS SOON think there to be "their
side" and "our side" and
reputation? STOP IT.
AS SORTING IS DONE, THE HOUSE IS we are CREATING
THIS IS YOUR LIFE,
CLEANED, AND THE MISSION IS AC- "heaven", then what
CITIZEN! IF "YOU"
COMPLISHED HERE--WE WILL RE- might THEY BE BUILDWHO CLAIM TO BE OF
GOD CAN'T STAND
TURN EVERY CENT, WITH INTER- ING? AND "YOU" ARE
WELCOME TO EXPETRUTH--HOW CAN
EST
AND
REWARD
TO
THOSE
WHO
RIENCE EITHER ONEYOU OFFER ANYYOU
HAVE ASSISTED US AND REMAIN IN -AFTER
THING BETTER TO
CHOOSE--AND
IF
ANYONE,
ANYSUPPORT. YES, EVEN FENCE- SITYOU
CHOOSE
TO
WHERE, ANY TIME?
TERS WHO "JUST SIT" WILL GET HAVE AN ATTITUDE
DON'T YOU UNDERTHEIR "LOANS" BACK--BUT THEY A D J U S T M E N T
STAND HOW SERIOUS
ARE GOING TO HAVE TO DECIDE MAKING"YOU" ACTHIS IS, READERS?
CAN'T YOU, I PLEAD
ONE WAY OR ANOTHER, AREN'T CEPTABLE TO US.
It is the SAME
WITH YOU, UNDERTHEY--SOMETIME!
THING
with my
STAND THE DYNAMCRAFT,
ladies
and
ICS OF WHAT IS UPON
YOU? YOU MUST GET OUT OF LA-LA-LAND OF gentlemen: I GET TO CHOOSE WHO COMES
MAKE- BELIEVE-FANTASY-MYSTICISM AND ABOARD--AND YOUR DEMANDS ARE NOT MY
INTO CREATIVE REALITY--OR BE CONTENT TO COMMANDS. WHY? FOR NO ONE WHO UNDERGO DOWN WITH THE ADVERSARY. I CAN'T STANDS TRUTH, JUSTICE, BALANCE AND
HELP WHAT YOU CHOOSE TO BELIEVE--I CAN HONOR WOULD EVER "DEMAND". AND, THE
ONLY OFFER YOU WHAT "I KNOW" AND YOU MORE WHO MAKE UP THEIR MINDS AND THEN
CHOOSE SPECTRUM--BLESS THEM, THEY ARE
WILL CHOOSE WHATEVER YOU WILL.
To you who are receiving the brunt of the calls and OUT OF OUR HAIR FOR WE HAVE NO "GROUP"
denials and the painful bombardment of those about AND THERE THEY CAN HAVE THEIR GROUPIE,
whom you GREATLY CARE and whose opinions you THEIR GURU EDITOR, AND FOREVER BE BEGGED
RESPECTed, I suggest you be kind but be careful to not FOR "CONTRIBUTIONS" TO PAY THEIR MEMbow to such demands that YOU CHANGE BECAUSE BERSHIP DUES. AND, NO, AS A MATTER OF
SOMETHING OFFENDS "THEM" AND THEY FACT, AS SOON AS SORTING IS DONE, THE
WOULD RATHER SWITCH THAN ACCEPT TRUTH. HOUSE IS CLEANED, AND THE MISSION IS ACHow do you know, for instance, that the whole game COMPLISHED HERE--WE WILL RETURN EVERY

Truth Should Never Offend
7/20/99 HATONN-dharma
TRUTH OFFENDS? (???)
This is good, dharma, for when people finally admit
that they are so shallow as to allow TRUTH of be
offensive to their sensitivities and make an effort to
influence others to their own drummer (personal ego
persuasion), then you have honesty showing and the other
upon whom the influence is intended can KNOW there is
something wrong in "River City".
Remember, however, that some people who are our
most dedicated friends are thinking themselves to be
Jewish and therefore it is difficult to get around the
writings to which they still relate and have PERSONAL
attachment. When truth offends then what is offended?
EGO, nothing more. And, until people as individuals can
put ego to the side and act in truth, honesty, love and
integrity, the outlook for them is quite dismal. But GOD
always allows "TIME" in which to come to understanding
and concede "time" to have objective reason act in response rather than just assuming excuses one after another.
The sorrow comes when people react, stop all manner
of information to flow or to read that which is offered--to
insure they don't have to face other than what they WANT
TO HEAR--NOT WHAT IS TRUTHFUL. IF YOU
ONLY WANT ME TO OFFER THAT WHICH "YOU"
"WANT TO HEAR", THEN YOU ARE NOT GOING
TO ENJOY ANY TIME WITH ME ANYWAY. BUT
TAKE CARE: TO PULL ANOTHER FROM THE
PATHWAY TO LIGHT AND TRUTH IS EVIL AND
THAT DELIBERATE ATTEMPT TO HURT OR DISALLOW ANOTHER RESTS ON THE SOUL DOUBLY HARD OF THE TRANSGRESSOR.
I use the term "transgressor" for this is EXACTLY
that of which is offered in the Lord's PRAYER--"... and
I forgive those who transgress against me..." right after
you ask GOD to "...forgive me my transgressions...".
Do you think I did not know that "Pfuchier" would
offend? Why do you think I have waited so long to dump
that one onto your sensitive selves? But where are YOUR
MINDS, my children? Dharma, for instance, read it as
"Fookyear" and could not understand what went wrong
with the presentation! BUT, HOW CAN YOU BE
OFFENDED BY A (PERFECT) SELF-LABELING BY
THE INDIVIDUALS WITHIN THAT SOCIETY FOR
THEMSELVES? Is this somehow worse than someone
having a surname of Fuche? or Phuche'? YOU PLACE
THE "DIRTY" ON THE LINEN, CHELAS--NOT I IN
TELLING YOU TRUTH.
There is also a SECOND reason I present that to you:
Dharma asks why we have to stir the restless pots and said
"then I prefer to not write it"! Wow, here we go again, I
said, with someone tampering-with and changing what is
given? We had to hearken all the way back to the letters
we received when dharma was yet writing by hand for
hours upon hours and one of her primary teachers was
Germain. He used the term"Bull-shit" and B.S. Now,
everyone knew exactly what he meant and dharma paused
and then went ahead and wrote it after a long "...but would
a Heavenly being, teacher, use such a term?" "Did I or did
I not?" was Germain's reply. So it was written and
immediately came the "correctors". "My Germain would
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CENT, WITH INTEREST AND REWARD TO THOSE
WHO HAVE ASSISTED US AND REMAIN IN SUPPORT. YES, EVEN FENCE- SITTERS WHO "JUST
SIT" WILL GET THEIR "LOANS" BACK--BUT THEY
ARE GOING TO HAVE TO DECIDE ONE WAY OR
ANOTHER, AREN'T THEY--SOMETIME!
I would also remind EVERYONE who loaned any
funds to the Phoenix Institute--THAT IT WAS NEVER
PRESENTED AS AN "INVESTMENT" A "METAL
TRANSACTION" OR ANYTHING OTHER THAN A
LOAN TO BE USED, POSSIBLY LONG-TERM, TO
HAVE ABILITY TO HAVE PROJECTS OF WHICH
THERE ARE MANY--BUT MOST OF WHICH HAVE
BEEN DELIBERATELY DESTROYED. EVERY
PARTY SPEAKING WITH EKKER WAS URGED TO
NOT PUT ANYTHING INTO THE INSTITUTE UNTIL ALL CARE HAD BEEN TAKEN TO BUILD A
SECURE AMOUNT FOR SELF. THIS WAS ALWAYS THE FIRST INSTRUCTION FOR IT WAS
NEVER DIFFERENT THAN THAT GOLD PRICES
WOULD NEED TO DOUBLE BEFORE THE LOANS
WERE "MATURED".
WHATEVER GEORGE GREEN MIGHT HAVE
TOLD THE WORLD IS NOT THAT WHICH CAN OR
OBVIOUSLY COULD HAVE BEEN CONTROLLED
BY ANY OTHER THAN HIM. IT WAS "HIS" PLAN,
NOT EKKERS! IF YOU NOW CLAIM YOU HAVE
AN "INVESTMENT" WHICH YOU HAVE SOMEHOW "LOST"--YOU ARE WRONG ON BOTH
COUNTS: YOU HAVE NO "INVESTMENT" UNLESS YOU DID NOT STATE TRUTH AND YOU
HAVE "LOST" NOTHING UNTIL YOU DUMP THE
INSTITUTE AND BANKRUPT IT!
So, why would Green be so intent on bankrupting the
Institute? Because he owes the Institute over $350,000 in
the amount of GOLD he stole just from Overton. There
was other gold as well and monies converted which also
await the finalizing statements of that which is KNOWN.
He also owes $150,000 in cash which he borrowed from
the Institute for his own use and which is now overdue by
7 years with interest accrued so let's add that up to at least
a minimum of $300,000 PLUS. Then there are all those
nasty "attorneys' fees"!!! He also went away with 110,000
Journals which he continued to sell and now says none
more exist, lost in a flood. Or did he simply sell them at
$10 (his going rate)? That is over a MILLION DOLLARS, you arithmetic students. And he has lied over and
over at "bankruptcy" hearing for himself and America
West Publishers and Distributors. He has lied so much
that even the courts won't accept his testimony. So,
wouldn't YOU want to destroy the entity nibbling at your
rear-end? This, even though it is destroying everyone who
helped him and Desiree' themselves!
Frankly, to push the Institute into "bankruptcy" would
be the best thing that could ever happen to Ekkers because
they would not longer have to even think about paying
back any loans AT ALL. As is, they not only have stood
behind those loans themselves, personally, but have arranged security for the loans for those not in litigation
against them or the Institute. So, who do you think those
adversaries are REALLY AFTER and who will pay for
THEIR CRIMINAL ACTS? That's right, YOU! Well,
not if we can help it but now, once again the lies start in
public, the dwelling is again ripped out from under them-and guess what, Ekkers are tired of it all so sorting is a
comforting thing to them as well. PEOPLE, YOU REALLY WORK AT HURTING SELVES AND IT SEEMS
IRRATIONAL AND IT SEEMS SO POINTLESS IN

BACK TO NEVADA
THE FACE OF OBJECTIVE REASONING AND LOGIAND
OTHER HARD TRUTHS
CAL THINKING.
I note, however, that the ones doing the most quibI said that I would confront wrongdoing and non-truth
bling and denouncement are the ONES, like, say, Rick
where
it impacts us. There are A LOT of "us" around and
Martin, Ed Young, etc., who gave nothing of financial
when
Ekkers
are hurt--all in our circle are hurt--badly in
value but TOOK FOR YEARS--are the ones complainsome
instances.
ing. Isn't this an interesting picture? Yes, indeed, it DOES
We just went through the circumstance of an "early"
always end up about "money"--and not MAKING
contact
going into NCH, GAIA's (Global Alliance) agent.
MONEY--just TAKING money. The other major deThe
State
of Nevada records show NCH as agent and all
nouncements come from others who have only gleaned
from us while making no contribution and often not even the county records support everything offered by our
subscribing to the paper or purchasing the Journals--just company and team. But, when contacting Nevada Corpoget it all free from someone who would loan the informa- rate Headquarters, in person even, the person was told in
tion or download it from internets. Oh well. No, I don't no uncertain terms by Brent Moorhead that NCH "IS
NOT THE AGENT FOR GLOcare how you get
BAL..." and continues with very
the information
disparaging and derogatory statefor we want you
I would leave this writing by urging
ments about the corporation and
to have it—and
you
who
continue
to
support
us
in
this
the "Directors"--the Ekkers.
more more and
That was ONE. Now it comes
critical transition to be steadfast in your
more and more
back that two GENERALS from
of it--but somefaith and KNOWING in your realization.
the President's(President of the
body has to pay
FOR, I AM, AND YOU HAVE FOUND
Philippines) office, sent to INVESfor the privilege
TIGATE GAIA (GLOBAL), etc.,
WHAT YOU SOUGHT--DON'T BLOW
of getting it out
were also informed that NCH was
IT NOW! GOD IS NOT SITTING IN
there for you to
not the agent and got the same
OBJECT TO IN
HEAVEN SOMEWHERE SO ALL IS
treatment. Now, whether they were
FORM
OF
RIGHT
WITH
THE
WORLD
AS
THE
WITH "Manny" or came later is
FORMAT—
not clear--YET. However, this is
SILLY
SAYING
GOES.
GOD
IS
RIGHT
YOUR SOUL
a SERIOUS BREACH OF BUSIIS
YOUR
HERE AMONG YOU SO WE MIGHT
NESS ETHICS. NEVADA CORBUSINESS
RECLAIM HONOR, TRUTH AND
PORATE HEADQUARTERS IS
AND
YOU
LOVE
IN
THIS
WORLD
FOR
HARDLY
THE AGENT OF GLOBAL ALCAN USE THE
LIANCE INVESTMENT ASSOANYTHING IS RIGHT WITH THIS
PAPER FOR
CIATION or there is something
WHATEVER
OLD WORLD UPON WHICH YOU
very dirty, smelly and quite rotten
PURPOSE
ARE BUT EXPERIENCING "REPAIRtaking place for as of June we have
YOU LIKE-PERSONAL information stating
MEN".
THE BOTTOM
that NCH was still, most certainly,
OF THE BIRD
the AGENT. So, what is this?
CAGE IF YOU WANT. SO WHAT IS EVERYONE'S
These investigators do not find this amusing under
PROBLEM? WE OFFER TRUTH--YOU DO WHATany
circumstances because we have also suggested that
EVER ELSE YOU WOULD LIKE TO DO.
there
would be opportunity to have a corporation estabThe assumption is that if you actually LOANED
funds for this purpose--of doing a paper, etc., then you got lished in Nevada and also, later, in Sovereign States
your funds used where intended and as soon as possible (Native American--when established). The point is that if
we would recommend some business that handles our own
you will get your loan PLUS interest
back. If we miss interest payments it is because people so poorly, they concern about whether or not we "realize
you follow took funds for themselves and used them for our business is so badly handled and managed". For a
other purposes--leaving nothing to pay the interest pay- person handling your management and business of somements. But YOU go right on and join the ones who did the thing as important as a CORPORATION to both deny
“taking” for it is your privilege and reflects your thinking, being an agent AND TO SPEAK DISPARAGINGLY
OF SAID CORPORATION, they thought, needed to be
or lack of it.
If it is Truth you think you will NOW get from Dr. brought to our attention.
And, it is Mr. Moorhead who also furnished entry into
Young's paper I suggest you consider what you were
the
warehouse
to allow removal of books, etc., for the
getting from CONTACT because he RAN BOTH PA"Young
group”
(their attorney's term of I.D.).
PERS! HE DECIDED WHAT WOULD BE USED
We
will
get
to the bottom of this but there is no way
AND WE ARE JUST NOW IN CONTACT ABLE TO
RUN SOME OF THE MATERIAL HE HELD AWAY to undo the damage done. Everybody knows that NCH
FROM YOU. Again, I suggest you THINK, people. And was started with funding FROM THE INSTITUTE-as for our caring about what you think, yes we do--but we exactly the projects for which the Institute was estabcan't do anything about your thoughts or choices except be lished. Why doesn't the Institute have stock in same?
glad or sad. However, irrational NON-THINKING Ekker's don't know--Mr. Christie issued all the stock to
people in our ongoing projects as personal hands-on himself as sole owner and sued Ekkers personally for
participants, is unacceptable. If you are misled so easily outstanding bills, or something. Ekkers assume, however,
by the adversarial presentations--so be it--go your way in that Mr. Christy is likely not aware of these latter incidents. So, here we all go again: Fiduciary responsibility
peace and leave us, please, to ours.
to the CORPORATION (G.A.I.A.) DEMANDS THAT
(Continued on page 20)
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Lighted Review
of Freedom’s Ills

JULY 26, 1999
was structured as it was supposed to be, a tool of the
people. Throughout the good times and the bad times the
FOUNDATION TO YOUR GOVERNMENT REMAINED.
And this is as it should be. For man is easily
influenced by evil, and when evil does get the better of man
and he is unable to hear the call of reason and forgiveness
and allows himself to descend to the level of violence, the
government OF THE PEOPLE remained intact to fulfill
its purpose.

AND AGENCIES LIKE F.E.M.A.

7/19/99

GERMAIN-jonur

Violinio Germain present in communion of the moment. It is with much love and caring for your nation that
I have come during this time of great tribulation and
testing of God’s wayward flocks. The United States of
America was birthed in that a new concept of life and
government of the people, by the people and for the people
would come into being where Man could live and work in
freedom.
The freedom to RESPECT and worship God of
Divine Holy Source--and the right to write about same,
and the expectation of just laws and courts are what your
country stands for. For all the world to see, the Constitutional Republic that is America has a mission that nearly
all its inhabitants are ignorant of. It is for this reason that
you must answer the call to serve, for if you do not feel the
urgency of a people in dire peril--because of your individual opulence as compared with that of 90 percent of the
rest of the world--I assure you that your brethren do.
When the Satanic forces finish with their destructive
plans for those other nations of Earth, they will turn back
to you and take that which seems to mean so much to you.
These are the instructions to remedy this problem and rid
the planet of the disease that is devouring mankind. But
you must take the dosage as recommended and then give
of it to your brothers and sisters who are too weak to help
themselves, for thine enemy has already infected them to
the point of being without means to cure themselves.
Aton has given you--just as he did the first messenger
of truth, Akenaton of Egypt--the task of saving your
world. In his day it was merely a job of awakening his
fellow Egyptians, and the then known world that Egypt
ruled over, to the truth of THE ONE GOD, because before
that time man was pagan and did not know of such a
concept. Today, you, the descendants of the Egyptians of
Akenaton’s people who have come again to a land where
you once again have the opportunity to serve directly as
Aton’s strong arms and hands, are indeed blessed because
this time you have a state-sponsored legal document that
gives you the right by guarantee to be angels (messengers)
without fear of persecution and burning at the stake or
hanging on the cross. That was the purpose for setting up
such a Constitution and Bill of Rights and it has the
blessings of the Hosts of God in its very design and outlay
in that you would recognize it as such.
Man thirsts for truth and divinity, and though your
dedicated adversary has made it all but impossible for you
to recognize and have access to untampered truth, the
Constitution is available for all to see and KNOW through
the soul’s window where it registers and reverberates
throughout your entire being. Just as the soul and spirit
registers the “soul” in great works of inspired art work so
too does the “soul” of Godly presence come through in the
Constitution.
CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS

THE SYSTEM HAD TO GO
The workers of your adversary know full well that the
Constitution and Bill of Rights is all that is standing in
This was not a good concept for those who paid great
their way of total and complete conquest over you. They sums of gold and paper currency to generate conflicts for
have tried ever since the documents were drafted to do profit, because when the wars subsided the basis for a
away with them, and so far have failed in every attempt. proper and just government remained, and survived relaHowever, they HAVE succeeded in chipping away at its tively unscathed. The adversary realized it needed to do
foundation and eroding its ability to protect you in your away with this system and it has tried every conceivable
courts. Constitutional Conventions are nothing more than means to steal your Republic from you; even calling it
thinly disguised attacks by the adversary to do away with something which it is not (democracy) and still, the
your God-given guarantee of liberty and freedom. As I essence of it survived to provide you with a measure of
write there are numerous injustices of law-abiding citi- freedom. For they could not just take it from you outright,
zens who are put behind bars in very unConstitutional it had to be a legal maneuver that allowed for the backing
cases and you ones are not aware that as you watch your of an armed militia for enforcement like the monarchies
brother go to jail you are actually witnessing the very that existed (or were being set up) in the rest of the world.
means that will be used to strip you of your rights and Otherwise the people would rise up and crush any who
incarcerate you as well.
dared reinstate such an unThe adversary has set up
popular regime.
The purpose of government for
agencies like Federal EmerThe adversary and his
gency Management Agency and
the people, by the people and of the henchmen knew that the
Central Intelligence Agency and
people is so the people can live in only way to accomplish the
legal loopholes like the National
goal was going to be
harmony and know God in physical through a massive decepSecurity Act (1947) and Cenformat.
tral Intelligence Agency Act
tion campaign that would
(1949) to create a new governlast generations. They had
ment in place of the Constituto teach this new nation of
tionally-based government they are trying to collapse. freedom-loving people and their children that freedom
Even the elected leaders are not aware of that which I was a bad thing; but the tricky part would be to do so under
speak, for they are no more enlightened than are you. You the guise of more freedom. The public was never going to
do, however, have the chance to come into knowing voluntarily give back that which all mankind wanted so
through these words; while they are busy filling their desperately--even if they were not fully aware that they
pockets and their stomachs with what is gleaned from the had it, they were not going to be led knowingly down any
public troughs that you have placed in their care, you can path that promised to take away their freedoms.
learn what it was that your nation was originally supposed
to stand for--and why.
DECEPTION WAS THE MAJOR TOOL
THE PURPOSE OF GOVERNMENT
OF THE PEOPLE
The purpose of government for the people, by the
people and of the people is so the people can live in
harmony and know God in physical format. The power of
government was never to exceed the power of the people.
It was intended to assist you and provide a means to
address grievances expressed by groups AND individuals. However, the usurpers of freedom have devised a
means to increase the power of government and then let
loose the monster to devour the people while a few “chosen
ones” hold the leash.
This has produced something that was unheard of
during the early years of your nation--fear of your government. Back in those days the government of the United
States was never feared by the people, the indigenous
peoples nor the slaves that were brought here. The redress
of grievances and the sacking of representatives and of
Washington itself was never beyond the consideration of
angry mobs and states who felt betrayed. The government

It became a matter of planned deception and goodlysounding or security-minded agencies to do the work for
them. And then, while pretending to help--at whatever the
cost--during disasters and at times of war (wars that
would be generated at home and abroad for the express
purposes of gaining control of America) the means by
which your country could be stolen out from under you
could begin to be built. This required the use of Satan’s
most ardent follower and pupil: the spy.
For thousands of years spying was the mainstay of
armed aggressors. They allowed the beast to gain entry
into the closest locked circles and allowed for the keys to
the most solidly fortified castles to fall into the hands of
those--knives and clubs in hand--who intended to invade.
And so it was being put to use again; America would have
to be conquered by the spy before the invading armies
could come. “Know thine enemies” does not help much if
thine enemy is your brother in arms or the banker or the
one carrying the mail pouch. And for the one controlling
the spy it was just a matter of gold.
The adversary knew long ago that through expert use
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of this “soul of all metals” he could gain the allegiance of
any man, and it mattered not which land the agentprovocateur called his home, for with his price named in
gold the spy could buy a new one if need be. The usurpers
had rediscovered the tool that would give them the United
States and ultimately the world.

to gestate properly--they didn’t dare risk exposure at this assets. The days of United States dominance was coming
stage of the plan for they knew it would be a long time to a foreseeable end.
indeed before they would be trusted to get that close again
to the inner workings of the government of the people.
MASSIVE STRIDES WERE BEING MADE
THE PEOPLE MUST BE DISARMED
AND A WORLD BEGAN TO SUFFER

HIDDEN ASSET ACCOUNTS
FUELED THE TAKEOVER
Your elected officials who have moved into the public
servant role and have taken up residency at the expense of
the people, are the very root of your problem as your
nation began its fall. PUBLIC SERVANTS WERE NOT
MEANT TO GET WEALTHY FROM SERVING IN
GOVERNMENT--THEY SHOULD NOT BE PAID AT
ALL FOR WHAT IS CONSIDERED PATRIOTIC
DUTY TO GOD AND COUNTRY! That does not mean
that fair and just compensation should not be rendered for
services given, but this has been used and abused to the
point of total robbery of the coffers and national interests
of your United States.
And that is what has happened as your Congress grew
and the power of the fat cats who represent you was
amassed. Secret vaults and accounts held the payoffs and
it was difficult in the early days to hide the spy’s booty, so
many were found-out and dealt with. It was recognized
that the entire nation was going to have to be brought up
to a level of undreamed of wealth so that the spies in your
government would not stick out like sore thumbs.
SECRET SOCIETIES WERE
THE PERFECT COVER
While the plan was being hatched the adversary
employed the greatest minds your civilization had to offer,
in that an entire country of millions would be fooled. This
allowed for the creation of the secret societies and councils
of thinkers that would be trusted by the people, for if your
great minds sanctioned the new changes that were to come
about, then why wouldn’t the people. After all, the
geniuses would not suggest things that would take away
from their own liberties, now would they?
Well they would if they were given exclusive membership in the privileged clubs. If they were given rights that
the average person did not have it would be a recognition
of their services that they could be persuaded into accepting. And if they were made elitists and illuminated above
their government and universities, then indeed, their time
had surely come.
So it became a matter of assembling the elements of
science, literature, finance, industry, exploration, education,
fashion and even athletic ability to pit against the growing
polarity between ordinary people and the adversary who
desired to control them. And it was starting to work.
By gaining control of all the “good things” in life the
newly formed coalition against the United States of America
was forging the weapon they needed to separate “the fool
from his freedom”. For to them, you were not worthy
enough to have the right to liberty--after all, who would
bow and scrape at the feet of the elitists if your nation had
no slave-minded individuals to control? And worse, they
could not take the risk that you would not spread that
foolish thinking to the slaves they already owned in the
other countries.
No, the United States had to go. This the newly
fortified elitists unanimously agreed upon. Their only
sore spot was the long, slow process of waiting for the trap

Even the Executive Orders that were the direct result
of the legal but constitutionally unlawful acts, pasted in
1947 and 1949, would not help them if they were foundout before they could get the security apparatus in place
that would be hidden within your own militias. An armed
populace sooner or later would take back their freedom
from the clandestine invaders and they would fight to the
last man, woman and child to do it.
This kind of dedication was not good odds for the elite
because they were outnumbered, and to attempt to steal
that which mankind knew was his God-given right was not
something that could be counted on as an easy maneuver.
The fight over freedom and individual sovereignty would
be the war of wars and the victor would have to be as
shrewd as the devil himself--and he was.

As the elitists began counting their chickens before
the eggs were hatched, they allowed the greed of what
ownership of the country meant as to what they saw as
unlimited resources, and thus started your industrial age
of raping the land of its precious minerals. The pollution,
and later atomic wastes, that were the result of the careless
search for wealth at the expense of all else--safety of
workers, preservation of the environment and effects on
your developing world economies--allowed for the wanton neglect and willful misuse of a world that was placed
in your care.
You were supposed to be stewards of this precious
Earth and now the evil ones were in charge and they
worked diligently to destroy that which was given to you
in love and life-sustaining abundance--and the chosen
who were given the torch of freedom by living example
had gone astray, not quite knowing how or when it
NEXT FELL THE HOUSES OF WORSHIP
happened. Americans were too busy fighting for more
The adversary knew that they could not overlook the jobs and more money and more of whatever the instigators
churches and other houses of worship for it was here that in the crowds told them to fight for--all the while not
man got his strength to fight and overcome opposition. It realizing that the very elite were controlling their every
worked in the old world and was sure to work in the new. action.
Wars were being fought against neighbors at home
So began a massive campaign to capture the clergy and the
Sunday school teachers, and with the help of missionaries and your brethren overseas even though the last thing on
the people’s minds was
on the payroll, the adverconflict with other opsary began the second
The adversary knew that they could not
pressed ones like themphase of their assault.
overlook
the
churches
and
other
houses
of
worselves; nevertheless, the
By slowly destroying
ship for it was here that man got his strength to
desire for MORE put blindthe credibility and teachers on their eyes and the
ings of the ministers, the
fight and overcome opposition. It worked in the
people willingly did what
people began to lose faith
old world and was sure to work in the new. So
they were told because of
in their religions, for if the
began a massive campaign to capture the clergy
the promise to have a
speakers and interpreters
and the Sunday school teachers, and with the
wealthier economy and
of what they believed to
help of missionaries on the payroll, the advermore things to buy--and
be the exact translations
sary began the second phase of their assault.
certainly more money to
of God’s words are corbuy them with.
rupt and in error then the
It was forgotten that
entire foundation of their
system of belief was in jeopardy, and no one wanted to gold was the mainstay of actual wealth, and while the elite
fight for liberty or anything else if they lost their way in the pocketed your bits of real gold, you gladly allowed the
shift to a paper-based currency because it filled the need
direction of the Divine.
for instant gratification of more money. American’s
didn’t care that it was the inflatable “fiat-funny-money”
THE MEDIA MONSTER WAS BORN
kind, as long as it could buy some of those luxuries the
While all this was going on a concerted effort was intellectuals and emerging media promised--it was okay
being mounted on all fronts in what was known as the with them.
The vision of freedom was lost on one of immediate
media of the day--your press; Americans no longer could
count on reliable information and news about the state of wealth, in that maybe the ordinary folk could look like the
their new Republic government. The jackals had dug high-class that seemed to have it all. They never imagined
themselves in and the various publications were biased in that the high-class eyed what the “poor” had in abundance
favor of the adversary. It was well known that the banking already. It is like the Wizard of Oz story where Dorothy
interests were against the people and indeed ones knew of had gone through all the trials and tribulations in her
Rockefeller and Morgan interests--as well as the other search for something she had all along. The ruby slippers
took her instantly back home but as her fairy godmother
Eastern liberals’ bid to buy up and own everything.
The notion that such was possible, as to the super rich told her, she wouldn’t have believed it before.
This is where the people were, as the few patriots who
taking away their hard won freedom, that the people did
not imagine--in their wildest dreams--that by allowing a tried to show them what they were doing by following
bit of influence over the economics of the nation would blindly behind the adversary’s false promises and trinkets
result in total surrender of American sovereignty. But that of token wealth--they had to find out for themselves that
is exactly what happened. And thus began the rapid it was a trap, and that hopefully, the realization and
advancement of the long awaited goal of your defeat and knowledge that they’d been so badly used by ones they
the amassing of what remained of the world’s sovereign thought they could trust, would allow them to focus their
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wants back to the only ones who could really give them
peace and prosperity: they, the people themselves.
For it was never going to sink in until the promises
didn’t materialize, and the adversary was going to see to
it that this understanding was a long way in the coming.
They had a plan waiting for that day, they hoped to have
confiscated all your means of self-defense by that time so
they still managed to stay a few steps ahead and were
confident at any rate that you would not rebel against them
in time to stop what their illuminated thinkers had devised
to use against you.
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adversary’s power became more concentrated. The
Babylonian banking system could now be put to full-use
inside the borders of America and with the blessings of the
spies who had by now grown in prominence and stature in
politics and media standings.
To prevent a run on the central bank swindle that came
to be known as the Federal Reserve Act, and the dethroning of the international banksters from world politics,
greater and more barbarous distractions had to be employed. Always there were civil and foreign disturbances
brewing and the conspirators worked overtime to ensure
you had plenty to fight about. They could not chance the
THE PEOPLE BEGAN TO NOTICE
opportunity for a lull in the confusion factor that would
allow focus on their dastardly plans, and spies found great
What the adversary did not count on was the long- opportunity and were in great demand by the elite. Word
term damage to the environment or to the spirit of the traveled fast in the underground and many nations fell
people, for they could look around them and see that because of their treachery.
America the beautiful was no longer the land of milk and
For it was the inside man or woman who softened up
honey AND GOOD, HONEST HARD WORK. They the people for the highest adversary participants based in
saw the vultures circling instead of the eagle and they England and Switzerland. The string-pullers appreciated
knew they had sold themselves to the devil.
what the spies had done and rewarded them handsomely
This is what is felt today as the ancestors of the people with lucrative business contracts in railroads, oil producwho were the first to confront the adversary head-on have tion and shipping companies and the real traitors-amongpassed down to their
traitors got to be governors
children who became the
and presidents. The advisors
great-grandfathers and
In order to reap the windfall of the to those high-level politicians
grandfathers of the inthe true power peddlers
catch that was America and her people, were
heritors of the land.
and it became obvious to the
the facade of freedom had to be main- elite that they had within their
YOU are the distant children America’s forefatained--the people still could not know grasp the goals set down by
thers spoke of when they
what, exactly, had happened to them. So their own forebears and they
said the secret societies
relished with open arms at
it was started in great earnest the massive what they were about to rewould make you slaves
publicity campaign and construction and ceive after generations of
in the land your own
forefathers owned. The
establishment of the conspiracy-based ceaseless effort. They had
warning was not heeded
media in its current thrust. It was real- finally broken the back of the
then because it seemed
people and stolen from them
ized that the most important tool to main- what was thought could not
such an impossible set
of circumstances would
taining and administering elite power be stolen. Freedom was now
have to come about to
was through domination of the means only a memory lost in an illueven remotely cause loss
through which you communicated sion paid for by the bankers.
of something the people
thoughts and ideas to one another.
desired more than life
THE FACADE OF
itself; but now, freedom
FREEDOM
is the all-elusive Holy
HAD TO BE
Grail and everyone knows that it is in dire jeopardy.
MAINTAINED
Even though it is not clear to the masses exactly who
the culprits are anymore, because of the governmentIn order to reap the windfall of the catch that was
sanctioned secrecy, it is painfully clear to most that America and her people, the facade of freedom had to be
SOMEONE is doing the stealing and that it is a worldwide maintained--the people still could not know what, exactly,
phenomenon. It never dawned on Americans that they had happened to them. So it was started in great earnest
would be put in the same boat as the Third World countries the massive publicity campaign and construction and
whom they had only heard stories about as to their intense establishment of the conspiracy-based media in its current
poverty and utter lawlessness of their societies,but now it thrust. It was realized that the most important tool to
seemed the land of the free was headed down that same maintaining and administering elite power was through
path and there was little that could be done to stop it.
domination of the means through which you communiBANKSTERS WERE UNMASKED
cated thoughts and ideas to one another. By being the
middleman in all forms of communications, from the most
When the masses that made up the growing unrest got subtle and simple means to the big advertising and pubtheir first inklings of who to point the finger at, and the lishing houses and broadcast mediums--the brains of the
control the central banks had over their lives, the elitists people could be shaped as to what to think and, most
used their next strategy of dividing the people, by causing importantly, how to react.
civil infighting with your brothers and using the issues of
Just as today, with the elite-sponsored protests in Iran
equality of the human being to hide the theft of wealth and Serbia, or the one in China that killed tens of thoufrom you in the guise of war.
sands, the controlled reaction of the people served to direct
Control over you through wartime government privi- entire nations toward whatever climate was desired. Be it
lege was now a proven manner in which you could be peace and quiet (to make the point of control to the leaders
handled more quickly and the consolidation of the who were getting out of line as to who was really in charge)
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or violence and unrest, agent provocateurs who were
trained by the emerging spy apparatus could change the
face of a sitting government overnight.
The people knew someone held unfathomable control
over them, but they had no idea of who or how it was done,
because they were so intertwined in the chaos of the
moment--the adversary always kept you preoccupied with
one revolution after another until you lost all sense of
whose causes you were supposed to be fighting--NEVER
REALIZING THAT IT WAS THE SAME OLD BUNCH
WITH THEIR FINGERS STIRRING ALL THE TEA
POTS. For the uninitiated it was a never-ending saga of
human drama that was beyond control of the masses, for
surely it must be God’s will that man cannot get along with
himself. And this is exactly what he was supposed to
think--that it was God who caused all the problems and
that man was just a pawn in His schemes of human
conflict. By focusing the people’s attention to conflicts
that now seemed to have no causes, the elite could continue
in earnest their plans to create their utopian society and
banish forever the idea of individual freedom of all nonelitists.
UNCOVERING THE LIES
AND KNOWING TRUTH
This is a brief description of how you came into the
circumstance of war, poverty and media domination by
the very anti-Christ, and it is going to take much more
outlaying of history mixed with current events to allow for
the proper piecing together of the facts.
The lies are all-pervasive and intertwined with the
truth, and you must know the difference if you are to fix
the problem that has become truly massive over the
generations. The adversary, under the expert tutelage of
the Prince of Deceivers himself, has become a powerful
force to reckon with in these your ending days--as your
Biblical references have told you it would be. But what is
left out of all the prophecies you have access to is the fact
that the evil ones do not win the war. Since the outcome
is already known, it now is a matter of how high will
YOUR casualties be.
You can call for an end to the fighting and the evil
manipulation now and suffer no more losses, or you can
take your time awakening your brothers and sisters and
allow many more to suffer and die at the hands of the
adversary. He knows this and intends to have as much fun
and gain as much negative experience out of the closing
act of God’s play as possible, for that is his lot in life. Your
pain and confusion is what creates excitement in his
empty, soulless existence, and watching you dance in
agony on the string to his whims gives meaning and
credence to his role as adversary to God.
It is now time to put that chapter of learned experience
to the side and move on with your evolution into cosmic
awareness of what peace and harmony truly means. It
does not include war and conquering like you have been
taught and have experienced for so many centuries. It
doesn’t even have to include lack of wealth or real “love”,
however, it will require active participation and work on
your part to bring it into fruition because it will not simply
be given to you--even though it is your right--you must
prove to God that you are deserving of the responsibility
of the power that comes with cosmic awareness and the
unlimited potential that comes with enlightenment. Otherwise all that will be produced will be another generation
of tyrants like those who rule over you now.
(Continued on page 19)

Star Wars Scenario
In Full Effect Now
7/16/99
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was persuaded (temporarily) to cease and desist BY
OUR COMMAND! It is hoped that a more diplomatic
Good day, Tomeros Korton here in service to Holy solution can be reached--even one that the conspirators
God-Aton of the One Light. As your world spins faster can “LIVE” with.
and faster out of control, the tools to set things to right
have been given to you in that you might set your
TELLTALE SIGNS OF WAR
circumstances to right. The evils committed by the socalled royal families of Earth have reached a zenith--the
During RUSSIA’S DOMINANCE of the Kosovo
Star Wars scenario is in full effect as Russia and the conflict--the Kremlin’s coup at Pristina airport is
United States of America--UNDER KHAZARIAN regarded as a master strategic move on the part of
BOLSHEVIK DIRECTION--go toe to toe.
Russia’s military; the same military your media had
been continually telling you was full of dunderheads,
THE NOT-SO-SECRET SPACE WAR
buffoons and demoralized troops--there was much going
on in the periphery that is directly related as to
While the citizenry of your planet debate over timeliness.You had NATO representatives running
whether Austin Powers: The Spy Who Shagged Me is around looking like lying fools as one after another of
too sexy for children and countries like Malaysia to Russia’s “demands” were met, in the face of Albright’s
watch or whether or not the latest serial killer is in their and Cohen’s assumed control of the “peace” force.
You also had UFO
neighborhoods,
the
superpowers of your
sightings all over the
The Russians came very near (and
world are fighting the
region of the fighting
you are not out of the woods by a long
fiercest military conflict
and
over
every
you have yet to witness.
significant
military
and
shot) to turning New York, Washington
Of course you
civilian location that
and many of your major cities-have many distractcould even be remotely
considered strongholds for THEIR
ions PURPOSELY
used during a full-scale
contrived to keep youwar.
After the
Bolshevik enemies--into nuclear
International
Space
the- people from
wastelands.
noticing the coup the
Station was destroyed,
elite conspirators have
Russia’s space program
won against you. In the day of instant suffered a loss of one of their Proton-K (a very reliable
information and on-the-spot media coverage it is non-classified satellite and spacecraft orbital delivery
a shame that you get no news at all about the system--the really sophisticated hardware of
daily happenings of paramount importance electrogravitic and invisibility shielding capability such
affecting your world.
as Cosmospheres and Cosmos Interceptors are not
The Russians came very near (and you are not out allowed as public knowledge) rockets and a military
of the woods by a long shot) to turning New York, satellite (at first you were told it was a communications
Washington and many of your major cities--considered satellite)--or was it? Russia uses those hovering
strongholds for THEIR Bolshevik enemies--into nuclear weapons platforms for their surveillance work, and
wastelands. The “mock” exercise called “Zapad (West) Cosmospheres also make dandy space shuttles too! So
99” was fully intended to make you pay for the they don’t need rocketry for their space program the
allowance of the Khazar (Bolshevik) Zionists’ use of way you do. Nevertheless, the Baikonur launch facility
your military in bringing down man’s latest evolvement in Kazakhstan was shut down and RADIOACTIVE
of a civilization of human beings.
material was spread over a wide area.
Russian bombers, troops, manned killer satellites,
The public is never told what kinds of payloads are
hovering Cosmosphere battleships, and giant particle- actually carried aloft in rocket launches--no matter
beam “howitzers” came within hours of an all-out which side of the political world you’re on.
offensive against U.S., Israeli and British targets. The Communism, socialism, capitalism, “Americanism”,
meager show of “rapid response” by your fighters fascism, elitism--the masses are told only lies or nothing
stationed at NATO “outposts” were not so much as to at all if it can be done.
deter anything coming from the Kremlin, but more to
The Kazakhstan facility is leased to Russia and the
convince YOU ONES that the situation is nothing to Bolsheviks have allowed the incident to be the kindling
worry about.
source for renewed problems between Russia and the
Russia fully planned to use nuclear weapons to put breakaway republic. At the highest levels of control
an end to the suicidal war plans of the Bolsheviks but Russia is not and never will be separated--what you

have seen in previous years is just for public
consumption and strategic maneuvering of military and
political power bases. Remember, it is Soviet Russia
who will make up the bulk of the United Nations’
military policing force. So it was no accident that all
those new blue berets are worn by Russian
paratroopers.
While the above is going on, much attention was
focused on the southern region of Earth-ANTARCTICA IN PARTICULAR--and now you have
Air Force men and machines rushing to the South Pole
to save the life of a cancer patient. What BS! The first
reports of the mystery woman’s plight were nothing
more than a benign POSSIBLE lump in the breast-which soon became an all-out life or death mercy flight
with no expenses spared. Chelas, you must learn to see
through the charade for it is through these false fronts
that very heinous human atrocities are committed. THE
ENTIRE SCENARIO WAS SET UP TO PROVIDE A
COVER FOR COVERT ACTION AND SUPPORT
FOR THE ZIONIST PROJECT Z WAR PLAN.
SHORTLY BEFORE THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF
THE MISSION (WHICH YOU HAVE TO
UNDERSTAND, EVEN THE TIME LINES GIVEN
ARE OF LITTLE MERIT FOR THE PUBLIC IS
NEVER CONSULTED OR FOREWARNED ABOUT
ANY IMPENDING POLITICAL OR MILIARY
ACTIONS) NEW ZEALANDERS WITNESSED
THE ENTRY (OR REENTRY) OF AN OBJECT
THAT EXPLODED INTO FRAGMENTS IN THE
SKIES OVERHEAD. NEW ZEALAND WAS THE
SECOND STOP ON THE TRIP TO ANTARCTICA
AND, REMEMBER, IS ALSO THE HOME BASE
TO TWO OF THE BOLSHEVIK STEALTH NAVY
SHIP YARDS.
In addition to the manmade excuses for sightings
and phenomenon, the scientists who are in the employ
to the elite conspirators have come up with some real
good scientific excuses to cover possible happenings
should the war spillover into front-page news. Solar
winds sweeping through your solar system are slated to
be the big blame-taker of the massive equipment failure
that accompanies a full-scale war. This is not to say
you don’t have these natural disturbances, but it always
makes for a good catchall to blame Mother Nature
whenever possible.
WHAT’S GOING ON WITH
RUSSIA’S SPACE PROGRAM?
The problems you are witnessing with Russia’s
space program are an indication that the cold war has
indeed heated up to very dangerous levels. It matters
not what you think is going on as to Russia’s
capabilities or lack of funds to continue a viable space
industry--THE FACTS ARE THAT YOUR BIG
BOYS ARE PLAYING WITH THE TRULY
MASSIVE DESTRUCTIVE TOYS NOW AND THE
MAIN THING YOU CAN GLEAN FROM THE
STORIES ABOUT SPACE ACTIVITIES IS WHO IS
INVOLVED. FOR IF YOU PAY ATTENTION
TO WHAT IS TOLD TO YOU AND PUT THAT
INFORMATION (OR INTELLIGENCE, AS THE
MAJOR PLAYERS LIKE TO LABEL IT) WITH
OTHER HAPPENINGS YOU CAN SEE JUST
WHERE YOU ARE IN THE ARMAGEDDON
TIMETABLE.
Every
nation
of
any
importance
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STRATEGICALLY to the elite adversarial players are teachings that you try to give your children. This kind
bitterly embroiled in conflicts. Chelas, these “wars and of emotional theft and rape of humanity is most
rumors of wars” are not a natural flow of man’s heinous, dear ones, and it bespeaks the type of minds
behavior. This is the influence of the British Crown that are in control of your society.
and their Israeli attack dogs and their only goal is to
cause more and more unrest until you as a society of YOU ONLY LIVE TWICE IS AS FITTING TODAY
humanity are so demoralized and in such great fear that
AS IT WAS DURING THE 60s
the end-run being planned so meticulously by the spy
groups will catch the lot of you without anyone
Ian Fleming’s James Bond space adventure, from
realizing what happened.
which Austin Powers borrowed all its material, deals
This is how the game of cat-and-mouse works at with U.S. and Russian confrontation in space sparked
the highest levels of “government” work. The people by a third secret superpower who has acquired the same
who are set up to rule over you are part and parcel to capabilities as its larger counter parts. If you want to
the very ones you KNOW to be your enemy from all get a better picture of how it IS TODAY, with a bit of
the past wars you fought. Why do you not see through imagining--while keeping the current space headlines
this? Because the media controls you completely. foremost in your thoughts--you can see in a
When you can have films of such wide appeal like the dramatization all we have been endeavoring to bring
first Austin Powers: International Man Of Mystery, you for more than twelve years.
which was a spoof of the early James Bond films, as
This is how your governments operate AS A RULE
played by the talented Sean Connery--even though for it is the covert actions teams and agencies (whether
risque, was entertaining and had its good points (mainly they are under CIA, NSA or MJ-12 direction is not
that which dealt with monogamy over just “sleeping important, for no one--not even the participants know
around”). However, the sequel completely reverses that who “handles” whom) that direct not only your
stance and pushes the wild, sexually irresponsible countries’ foreign policies (ALL OF THEM), but they
lifestyle that has become so familiar in Western media- plan each and every war you will ever have. Sun Tzu,
-keep in mind that this IS YOUR BIGGEST the military strategist who is the guru of the spy cults,
EXPORTED DOMESTICALLY MADE PRODUCT! teaches that war is a secret and intricate mix of
THE ZIONIST KHAZAR “JEWS” ARE TRYING deception (of which the Israelis are the absolute
TO TAKE YOUR WORLD FROM YOU AND THEY masters--as your Holy Bible says: “You are of your
ARE DOING IT THROUGH MEANS THAT YOU father the Devil...” and “...they are liars from the
BELIEVE
TO
BE
HARMLESS
AND beginning.”) IT IS THESE SAME ONES, PEOPLE,
INCONSEQUENTIAL.
AND THEY HAVE A
YOU ARE SUCKEDFOOTHOLD IN ALL
THE
ZIONIST
KHAZAR
“JEWS”
IN THROUGH BITS
AREAS OF YOUR
AND PIECES OF
LIVES.
ARE TRYING TO TAKE YOUR
REALITY, THOUGH,
The Khazar Jews
WORLD FROM YOU AND THEY
IN
AUSTIN
know all about deception
ARE DOING IT THROUGH MEANS
POWERS’CASE, IT IS
and manipulation because
THAT YOU BELIEVE TO BE
C L E V E R L Y
they have been doing it
DISGUISED IN A
for many hundreds of
HARMLESS
AND
C O M E D I C
years and they are
INCONSEQUENTIAL. YOU ARE
BACKDROP-extremely good at what
SUCKED-IN THROUGH BITS AND
BIOLOGICAL
they do. This is not even
REPLICAS, GIANT
my assessment of these
PIECES OF REALITY, THOUGH, IN
PARTICLE BEAMS
entities--YOU
CAN
AUSTIN POWERS’CASE, IT IS
(IN THE FILM IT IS
FIND
THAT
CLEVERLY DISGUISED IN A
REFERRED TO AS A
INFORMATION RIGHT
COMEDIC
BACKDROP...
GIANT LASER--THIS
IN
YOUR
OWN
TECHNOLOGY IS
RECORDS
OF
STILL REGARDED
EARTHLY SOURCE.
AS TOP SECRET SO ALL MENTION OF IT IN The biggest victims of their deception are the legitimate
PUBLIC FORUMS IS CLOSELY MONITORED), Judeans, whose heritage was stolen by the Khazar
MOON BASES (OF WHICH THE U.S. HAD ONE imposter, self-styled and self-labeled “Jew”. All that
AND THE RUSSIANS HAD THREE LARGE ONES you have come to know as “Jewish” is not some ancient
AND MANY OTHER INSTALLATIONS HAVE handed-down tribal heritage, but coming to existence
BEEN BUILT SINCE THAT TIME. THERE IS only within the past 50 years. Somehow, that doesn’t
CONSTANT CONSTRUCTION ON SPACE AND seem like it gives that group the right to take a country
PLANETARY OUTPOSTS, SINCE THE RUSSIANS called Palestine (a place they NEVER were at any time
NO LONGER HAVE ANY OPPOSITION IN THIS before the British gave it to them) and make the people
ARENA), AND EVEN TIME TRAVEL (ANOTHER who HAVE lived there for centuries into almost slavesLITTLE SECRET CLOSELY GUARDED BY THE -prisoners in their own land--and subject them to
SECRET GOVERNMENT WATCHDOGS) IS treatment that makes them third-class citizens in THEIR
SHOWN WORKING TO PERFECTION IN THE home.
HANDS OF THE FICTIONAL ELITE.
Well, you have had a major hand in doing this to
The Jewish media laughs at you while you pay them as you do everything the British crown tells you
your meager earnings to watch two hours of their to do. And you say you are independent of kings and
PROGRAMING which, in that short period of time, queens--is that why the royals preempt every important
can erase a lifetime of correct and morally responsible happening in the U.S. whenever someone breaks a nail
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or gets photographed topless? You just witnessed, with
this latest marriage of royalty, a showing of the very
ones who we speak of! Names and faces and
INTER-COUNTRY
RELATIONS
THAT
EUSTACE MULLINS, DR. JOHN COLEMAN,
LYNDON H. LAROUCHE JR., JORDAN
MAXWELL AND OTHERS, HAVE OUTLAID
FOR YOU. YOU ARE FIGHTING THEIR
WARS FOR THEM--AND THE REALLY SAD
PART ABOUT IT (AS IF THE ACTUAL
“WARRING” ISN’T BAD ENOUGH) IS THAT
THOSE ONES ARE STEERING YOU INTO
THESE
CONFLICTS
TO
AID
IN
DEPOPULATING THEIR SUBJECTS!
In Fleming’s film the British are the neutral parties
who always have an edge, or a “man on top of things”,
while the other participant countries are running around
like chickens with their heads cut off, while only a hottempered moment from starting a war with the wrong
party. Not that there is a “right” party, but the focus
is that someone is to blame and the finger is always on
the button to launch those nice large stockpiles of
nuclear weapons everyone has but no one is focusing
on--except to underscore a given country in the eyes of
the public. There always needs to be a bad guy to
blame the woes of the world on--even if those woes are
caused by ones whom you perceive to be good guys.
This is where you are today, friends, the players are
still the same, only the FRAGMENTATION of enemies
and allies is facade. Think about it. If you were the
super rich and you and your family could claim the
rights of two thousand years of rule at one time or
another (or with a specific group that held that sort of
power)--and you truly believed it was a God-given right
for you to be the head of a planet of people, do you
think the mentality of that thinking leads to just and
wondrous philanthropical dealings? OR, do you think
that the greed, murder, lustful behavior (over money or
flesh) and the general competitive spirit between human
beings as you have witnessed personally, and can
reference in your history books, would be that which
comes through?
Your saying that “power corrupts” is true for those
who are not based on the Love Essence of God of Holy
Light, and in the world of the oligarchical monarchies
of the Satanic Godless elite, absolute power does
corrupt absolutely.
YOU ARE LIVING OUT A JAMES BOND
“SCRIPT” AS YOU MOVE INTO
THE NEW MILLENNIUM
The main thing to keep in mind about Fleming’s
work, You Only Live Twice in particular, is that as the
audience of the film or reader of his novels YOU ARE
THE SPY ON THE WALL--YOU GET TO SEE
HOW IT ALL FITS TOGETHER. In real life you
don’t have that advantage, however, you do have
something that is far superior--KNOWLEDGE THAT
WE HAVE GIVEN YOU THAT ALLOWS YOU TO
LOOK AT THE “LIFE IS STRANGER THAN
FICTION” WORLD YOU ALREADY FIND
YOURSELVES IN AND WITH REASON YOU CAN
LITERALLY READ THE WORLD AS YOU COULD
AN OPEN BOOK.
THAT IS WHY THE CONSPIRATORS ARE SO
AFRAID OF THIS SOURCE OF INFORMATION.
(Continued on page 21)
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AND PERHAPS THE FOLLOWING SHOULD BE
MADE VERY CLEARLY UNDERSTOOD BY
EVERYONE OR ANYONE INVOLVED WITH ANY
BUSINESS INTERCHANGE WITH GAIA.
IN THE SERIES BEING SHOWN ABOUT BY
THE BOXES FULL, THEY ARE BEING DRAWN
AGAINST WHAT WERE POSSIBLY (BUT
DATE: JULY 22, 1999
UNLIKELY) FROM THE SAME 3,600 SIMILAR
OFFERING BY HURTADO.
TO:
E.J. EKKER,
THIS IS A MAJOR SCAM AND IS FRAUD IN
PRESIDENT & DIRECTOR, GAIA
ITS RAWEST FORM. ALMOST ALL OF THOSE
ORIGINAL CERTIFICATES WERE CASHED OUT
FROM: GYEORGOS C. HATONN,
WHEN EARLY-ON DEADLINES FOR TURNING
CHAIRMAN, CEO, COO, GAIA
THEM IN WERE ISSUED WITHIN A CASH-IN
PERIOD OF TIME.
RE:
FRAUDULENT PERUVIAN
EVEN IF THE CERTIFICATES ARE COPIES
CERTIFICATES
OF THE ORIGINAL DOCUMENT WHICH
PERHAPS WAS NOT CASHED IN AT THAT
THIS IS AN URGENT WARNING, MR.
TIME, THE VALUE OF THE CERTIFICATE
EKKER, THAT WE MUST TAKE FORMAL
RECOGNITION OF A
PROBLEM WHICH IS
WORSENING
DAILY.
THIS IS RELATIVE TO
INCREDIBLE NUMBERS
OF
FRAUDULENT
COPIES OF PERUVIAN
G O L D - B A C K E D
C E R T I F I C A T E S
FLOODING THE GLOBE.
THESE WERE AT BEST
JUST PERUVIAN BONDS
WHICH WERE ASSUMED
AS DEBT BY THE U.S.
T R E A S U R Y
DEPARTMENT.
THE ASSUMPTION OF
ANYONE COMING INTO
HOLDING OF ONE OF
THESE CERTIFICATES IS
THAT SOMEHOW IT IS A
LEGAL DOCUMENT. NO,
IT IS NOT ONLY A
FRAUDULENT
SCAM
BUT IS ALSO A VERY
LARGE
"STING"
OPERATION.
THE
FURTHER
ASSUMPTION
OF
HOLDERS IS THAT
THESE ARE SOMEHOW
VALID
FOR
TRANSACTIONS, WHEN
IT IS OBVIOUS THAT
THEY
CANNOT
BE
VALID FOR ANYTHING
OR
ANY
USE
W H A T S O E V E R
(LEGALLY
AND
LAWFULLY).
THE FACT THAT
THESE FRAUDULENT
WOULD BE NO MORE THAN SOME $900
DOCUMENTS ARE BEING DISCOVERED "BY
MILLION AT BEST. THESE DOCUMENTS ARE
THE BOXES-FULL" ARE PROOF OF THEIR
ALL ACCOUNTED FOR AND NOW ARE SET
WORTHLESSNESS.
THEY ARE BEING
FORTH TO ENTRAP USERS.
PRESENTED AND CIRCULATED TO CAUSE
THE ORIGINAL 3392-181 IS NOW IN
EVERYONE GETTING ONE, OR SOME, TO
"CONTRACT" FORM AND THE ORIGINAL
BELIEVE THAT THE GLOBAL DOCUMENTS
CERTIFICATE IS VOIDED FOR USE, HAVING
ARE SIMPLY MORE OF THE SAME ILK. NO,

URGENT
MEMORANDUM
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BEEN CONVERTED TO LEGAL CONTRACT.
THIS IS WHY THE "ONLY" VALID DOCUMENTS,
INCLUSIVE OF 3392-181, ARE ORIGINAL HANDPROCESSED DOCUMENTS AS ARE BEING
ISSUED THROUGH GAIA. EVEN ORIGINAL
HOLDERS AS V.K. DURHAM WOULD NOW
HAVE TO PROCESS "THROUGH" GAIA. ALL
OTHER SOURCES AND DOCUMENTS ARE
INVALID EXCEPT THE ONES (48% OF RUSSELL
HERMAN'S PROPERTY) OF THE VALUE HELD
BY THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT FOR THE
CITIZENS OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA AND ANY OUTSTANDING DEBTS OF
HIS ESTATE AS WILLED IN HIS FINAL
TESTAMENT.
THIS IS EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT, E.J., FOR THESE PEOPLE
SCATTERING THESE THINGS AROUND DO NOT
UNDERSTAND THAT THEY ARE SUBJECT TO
INTERNATIONAL LAWS OF FRAUD AND ARE

BEING SET UP TO BE CAUGHT IN THE TRAP
SET WAITING FOR MISUSE OF THAT PAPER.
DO NOT TOUCH IT, DO NOT ALLOW IT TO
BE BROUGHT FOR YOUR INSPECTION--IT IS
FRAUDULENT, ALL OF IT. THIS IS AN EVEN
LARGER OPERATION THAN THE "GRACE S."
(Continued on page 19)
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Timely “Take-Outs”
Reveal Hand of Elite
7/21/99

KORTON-jonur

Good day, Korton here in service and Light. There
is much going on this day as the nation mourns the
deaths of John F. Kennedy Jr. and the Bessette sisters.
The games played by your adversary always include a
good supply of suffering. The elitists play for keeps
and they maintain their control over you by your
reactions to just such occurrences, never realizing that
the thrust is merely more situations where you are being
manipulated by the controllers.
Looking at the big picture will allow you to stay
focused on what is attempted to be pulled over your
weary eyes. The adversary hopes you get bogged-down
in the despair of the moment; that’s what gives him
power over you. The reaction of suffering is a reaction
the elite count on when they really need you to be
distracted from whatever plan they’ve got going at the
moment. Your being able to see through the
distractions will cause you not to be fooled when the
big charade comes.
WAR IS AVERTED WITH EACH
ABORTED SHUTTLE LAUNCH
Each time the Space Shuttle launch is aborted you
are witnessing a postponement and a rescheduling of the
Bolshevik plan to get you and Russia fighting. Your
occupational government does not understand the
capabilities of those Cosmospheres. Whatever space
platforms you are allowed to get into orbit are not
capable of being a significant threat to the thousands of
Russian “space shuttles” that out-lift and out-perform
yours in every conceivable way. The primary plan
against the masses, however, is not the actual ability to
defeat the Russians, but an implied reference to the
Kremlin capabilities and craft in space. While Russia
doesn’t want you to know because of military secrecy,
the Zionist elite are keeping you in the dark because
they are fully aware of the fear the masses are going to
have when it is announced that you are not alone in the
universe.
The weapon that is being carried aloft in this
shuttle, you’ve been told is a powerful X-ray satellite,
the largest object admitted to be lifted by an orbiter.
The earthquake activity, fires, mud slides, floods- these
things can also be caused by shuttle payloads from
space. The nerds in the employ of the NASA
Bolsheviks have been foolishly lied to regarding the use
of that which they manufacture for the elite
establishment. The workers have been irradiated,
threatened and blackmailed to keep them from talking
about their jobs of making the very tools that are being
used to bring about war.
Each time the Shuttle countdown resumes, the
readiness status of the entire G-7 (plus one makes 8; the

Russians have equal pull in the economic meetings since
they are the only real superpower--sans good standing
with the World Bank and IMF) nation’s military and
navy are placed on the highest state of alert. The
military planners have their doomsday codes at the
ready and it takes only one signal accident to launch an
ICBM or for a counter-terrorist team to detonate a
device or release full-military-grade Anthrax on the
populations--for when one goes it sets off a retalitory
strike in all those war-torn countries you have fighting
at present, to have the excuse it needed in a preemptive
take-out of their rival. Not knowing that their rival is
receiving the same instructions about him. It is never
known at the lower levels of command that one group
is helping both sides.
Daily the troops in Kosovo, and spreading parts of
Serbia, are coming into heavier and heavier ground
fighting with Russian paratroopers and Spetsnaz forces.
This of course does not make the evening news because
public support cannot yet stand for U.S. casualties, not
without a staged event that creates sympathy for a
horrific crime that can be pinned--THAT WILL
STICK--on Milosevic so you will support the
intelligence agency efforts to bring him down. The setup and orchestrated riots and demonstrations against the
Serb leader is understood to be more psychological
warfare carried out by highly trained specialists on the
ground. One way or another the Bolsheviks mean to
start a war.
THE RUSSIANS WILL NOT TELL
TOMLINSON’S WHEREABOUTS
The British MI-6 agent that is giving the Bolshevikrun British government a lot of trouble these days is
also working with KGB operatives in Russia. The list
of former MI-6 agents is not so much a list of traitors
in England’s employ but more of an admission of an
insider that Britain’s intelligence apparatus, Military
Intelligence Division Six, is out of control (not that it
was ever in control of anything in a just and useful way
as to national security for the queen’s subjects--quite the
contrary; Tomlinson has proven to you ones who
require physical proof that cold war operations,
especially those within the last 50 years, have been
devoted to manipulation and control of the masses by
clandestine means and genocidal experiments). The
Russians are far more aware of how to make good use
of a spy caught out in the cold than are Western
alliances. That is why there are more KGB operatives
and agents intertwined in your spy agencies than your
own people. The Russian leadership is not about to let
their old Bolshevik enemies regain any type of foothold
in their country again.
It is difficult to get rid of the remaining political
influences as to Rothschild-Rockefeller control of the
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puppets that represent the economic front as to the
conflict, however, that too is being taken care of by the
cleaning-house campaign the Russians are doing. They
understand WHO the problem makers are and they
certainly know who is allowing them all the backup
they need. The U.S. continues to back every whim of
Israel’s, and soon, the enemies of the Khazar state will
become enemies of the world’s freedom fighters too.
It is the Satanic influences of Israel and those being
paid or blackmailed into assisting the rogue nation’s
drive to become the only force to reckon with in the
millennium changeover. There is much planning going
on in Jerusalem, Palestine as the evil forces prepare for
their ceremonies of sacrifice and blood offerings--this is
what they intend to bring back into public acceptance.
These are the pagan worshipers Christian
fundamentalists empty their pockets to endorse. The
false Jews have more use for these Christians than their
own Khazar and Judean workers (Most Judean
legitimate people of the “Jewish” question are aware of
the Khazar impostors but are powerless to do anything
about it in the controlled media’s stranglehold on true
information that outlines the differences and separation
between these two sets of so-called “Jewish” races.)
because Christians are fully convinced of the lie of Jews
being over and above Christ’s followers. Many firstline Christian ministers are telling their followers that it
is the Christians that are the humble servants to the
Jews and that it is their duty to do all in their power to
restore Israel to their glorious status and build new
temples in Holy Moslem sites--even though the Jewish
temples did not exist in those places they are telling you
about. This is merely a means to ensure you have a
flash point to ignite in the Middle and Near Eastern
powder kegs that are needed to see to it that the
prophecies are carried out in the name of evil.
The adversary has no wish for you to know the role
of journalism in modern-day intelligence gathering and
sabotage operations waiting to be carried out by jet-set
and resident spies. It would cause a doubting of the
talking-heads that make up the voice of reason for
Americans, and the Khazar-elite would rather you not
question your media. The main apparatus for wielding
their power over the masses is through the major media,
and if you were to see how many of those reporters and
their biased stories are nothing more than manipulated
stories with the only consideration for truth being in
how it steers you in the direction that is most useful to
the elite, you would not be so easily fooled by the lies.
It is not an accident that you have a standoff with
China and Taiwan that puts the U.S. on yet another
battle front as you get nearer to December 31, 1999.
The world government plans for many changes to come
about in a short period of time. That means simmering
conflicts like Taiwan, Korea, Northern Ireland,
Kashmir, E. Timor, South America, Chechnya, almost
all of the African nations and even the secret Arctic and
Antarctic conflicts (that spill over into your non-news
reporting as rescue missions for emergency cancer
treatments and such) are timed to heat up as a macabre
celebration to the fireworks planned for the elite’s New
Year’s Eve celebrations.
Why is it so important for the elite to be so precise
as to dates and times in their dastardly plans? Because
they are using the form of astrology that gives the clues
as to what times you are currently living out. Astrology
is a science that has great truth in it, but it is mainly
used for keeping track of sequence of events rather than
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which astrological sign is compatible with another. never ask the question of who you’re paying all this
This shows you that there is order to the universe and money to. Has it ever occurred to you, that if it is you
that it is not a random set of circumstances that who is owed so much, then why don’t you just allow
happens on whims.
for the problem and fix it enough so that your country
The omnipresence and omniscience of the Creation is balanced enough to get your own people out of the
is as ordained as is the DNA pattern that decides if massive depression you’re in? What’s stopping you?
your eyes are blue or brown or that you will lose hair
There has never been a good argument about why
according to pattern baldness. There are no coincidences you simply don’t fix your own financial woes, and stop
in God’s kingdom. Everything that happens or ever will relying on England’s central banks and their Federal
happen is the result of the coalescing of preexisting Reserve money stores you continually buy from. The
thought forms into physical manifested shapes that are reason it has not been allowed is due to the terms of
patterned after that which you cannot see. This is why your surrender to the British in the Independence war
we tell you that it is the unseen that makes the you thought you won. Economic defeat, in the face of
difference and that what you think is what is important. an apparent armed victory against the Redcoats and
For if you understood the science behind actual creation their German and French allies, IS STILL TOTAL
then you would realize that what you think and believe DEFEAT, chelas. The power-players do not win their
is what manifests in your daily lives. And if you need wars on the battle field--fighting is an expensive
a stronger reason for understanding Khazar control over distraction that is meant to be a means-to-an-end. The
your media outlets this should be it, for as long as they elite planners reserve their master strategies for conquest
control what thoughts predominate in your minds, and WITHOUT FIRING SHOTS--THAT IS WHAT
your prevailing attitudes
THEY ARE THE
remain a result of their
VERY BEST AT.
conjuring, then it is their
THE SHOOTING IS
The
omnipresence
and
omniscience
future--AS
THEY
SO
YOU
KEEP
of the Creation is as ordained as is the
ENVISION IT--that you
YOUR
HEADS
are helping to come into
DOWN AND DON’T
DNA pattern that decides if your eyes
being, not yours.
LOOK UP TO SEE
are
blue
or
brown
or
that
you
will
lose
You cannot have
WHO STARTED IT.
hair according to pattern baldness.
two masters, and while
AND NEVER WAS IT
you are unknowingly
YOUR
BROTHER
There are no coincidences in God’s
doing the bidding of the
WHO YOU WERE
kingdom. Everything that happens or
Anti-Christ you are also
BEING
PITTED
ever will happen is the result of the
helping to dig your own
AGAINST!
coalescing of preexisting thought forms
graves. The Khazars do
The ones who are in
not want you in the
control of the masses are
into physical manifested shapes that are
picture so their visions
not well-known public
patterned after that which you cannot
that you are helping
faces--except for the
see.
This
is
why
we
tell
you
that
it
is
them to solidify in
royalty of Europe and
the unseen that makes the difference
visible, solid form does
America who act as
not include vary many
lifelong public servants,
and that what you think is what is
of you.
indifferent to the affairs
important. For if you understood the
Do you see the
of their subjects. They
science behind actual creation then you
fallacy in the game?
hide in their exclusive
The madness is not even
and elusive retreats when
would realize that what you think and
in their dreams of the
fingers are pointed at
believe is what manifests in your daily
perfect Khazar-Jewish
some overt injustice
lives.
world, it is in your
made by their façaderefusal to accept the
parliament or current
truth and put a stop to your own demise. You are even front-dictatorship. And when an opportunity arises,
afraid to speak out against your own tax robbery of when they can make a token show of concern for the
your citizens. Your Constitution says you, as American people--as in Prince Charles’ feigned concerns about
citizens, do not have to pay Federal taxes--only genetically-modified foods--it is a public relations and
foreigners who try to make large sums of money and photo opportunity that is not missed, for it allows
remove it from your country are required to pay taxes. reinforcement of the philanthropical claims of royalty
This system was designed to add to the abundance and the need for their arbitrary role as balancer in the
and prosperity of the United States and now you have affairs of men.
been manipulated over the generations to thinking that
The controllers see no need, other then rare
it is your duty to suffer and pay increasingly unbearable opportunities like this, to call further attention to
taxes to those who are trying to do you in.
themselves. The vast majority of elitists are not known
The money you are paying does not cover even the by face or position to the public, though we have nearly
interest in your debt to the bankster cartel in England, covered them all--past and present--during our course of
and Mr. Greenspan of the Federal Reserve, who gets his showing you what’s wrong with your world. The
paycheck from the IMF and receives kickbacks from the conspirators do not like the airing of their dirty laundry,
BIS, is telling you the biggest bunch of BS the money but neither does God Aton of Holy Light take too
changers have ever told you to this point.
kindly to the slaughter of his people. The workers of
In order to keep the lie intact, you are given a Satan are on overtime, and it is time for you to
constant stream of other lies regarding the state of the “intensify” (borrowing a word that is a new catcheconomy, interest rates, and thus and so, in that you phrase with the Tavistock spindoctors) your
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participation, lest the ones who’ve come to Earth on
your behalf think you care little for your circumstances.
You must participate in your own salvation and
liberation if your are to be “saved”.
KHAZARIA (ISRAEL) SHOWS
THE WORLD WHO’S BOSS
Israel’s new leader was shown to be a force to be
reckoned with in Washington as the Khazar press
hounded and threatened Clinton because of a remark he
made about being “as happy as a kid with a new toy”.
It so infuriated the journalists that cover the president,
that they inadvertently showed their hand as to the sheer
number of Mossad agents on assignment in your
capital. If the president gets out of line you can be sure
that a legion of “Israel First!” operatives will see to it
that damage-control is enforced, and the last line of
defense is defended.
Do you ones even realize that you have an Israeli
defacto-government directing U.S. polices? Do you
care? There are still many ones who believe the
overwhelming Jewish presence in Washington is due to
some predisposition that Jews care more for America
than do Americans. That is like saying the communist
Chinese who live in and do business with the U.S., will
do all in their power to look after American interests at
the expense of their own county. Well, unless they are
scheduled to be tortured and executed the instant they
set foot again on their native soil, Chinese communists
are never going to be your saving grace, no matter how
many different ways you look at it. The case with the
Khazarian-elitists is worse, because they do not have a
spiritual leadership to hinder their dealings with you.
The Asians do have genetic and heritage
connections that do allow for a measure of restraint in
their dealings with you. The dynasties of the Chinese
do have some remarkable legacies that have contributed
much to society as a whole, so there is pride in the
ambitions and responsibilities of the Chinese and other
Asian peoples. However, as for the nomadic-Khazar
influences that were beneficial to mankind, the
contributions are not favorable. In fact, the root to the
problem of man’s inability to get along with himself is
the direct result of social systems and standards for
human dealings with one another, that have been
introduced to you, that come from an evil-based
Babylonian system of interacting with your fellow men.
Always, the Khazar contributions were in the area
of better ways to fight wars and collect profits from
them. Or means of dealing with or getting rid of (as in
more efficient poisons or military and religious powers
put at the banks’disposal) the masses of a given
population that serve no useful purpose for their plans.
You see, the Khazars are not interested in furthering
any cause that does not directly benefit their plans of
world conquest. And any space systems used by
NASA or Air Force facilities have been converted for
emergency use in a pentagon wartime situation that does
not allow for public notification. The Executive Orders
are put to good use here, in that not only are all the bigwigs covered as to plausible deniability, but they are
ensured of being “in-the-loop” as to the hierarchy
structure of the One World Government. This is why
politicians such as Bush and Kissinger are still running
around calling the shots. These ones are not following
the constitutional layout of American politics, but rather
following the mandates of the global government. This
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government has been in existence for some time, and it
The ones who would go against you, as insurgents,
is only recently that you have been told more about it- stream into your country daily in anticipation of the
-both from this source (CONTACT newspaper, formerly war-of-wars that will allow their respective ideologies
the Phoenix Liberator, the Expresses and the and national thrusts, the opportunity to get back at the
JOURNALS) and the elitists themselves. They need you West for causing so much unrest in the world. Whether
to understand what it is they’ve done, in that you will or not it is believed that it is your fault--that is what
be subservient to their power, for if you feel you are no they are being told by their leaders and political rabblematch for the usurpers, they’ve figured you will be rousers. While you are so worried about China’s
much easier to control. The ruling factions of elite, rule nuclear capabilities or their intentions with South Korea
through fear and intimidation. The cover for their and Taiwan, the Chinese are sending agents and
crimes is secrecy of the highest magnitude, and every operatives to all your key targets AND ALLIES to be
rule in the book is broken on a continual basis to keep hit during a military attack.
the secrets secure.
In Canada, the dozens of Chinese, who had crossed
Everything that is being given to you regarding the Pacific Ocean jammed into a small dilapidated ship,
world events is so doctored and full of half-truths and attempting to sneak into Canada, were in custody
outright lies that it makes no point, from where we sit, Wednesday as authorities investigated who had
to even label it “news”. Does it occur to anyone that organized the human-smuggling effort.
two of your heros of aviation (one walked on the Moon
Authorities removed 122 people--some wearing
and the other was a
handcuffs, other dressed
Navy pilot and
in their best clothes--from
The
usurpers
of
freedom
and
liberty
veteran of three wars:
the ship, which was
don’t need any free-thinkers among them discovered Tuesday in an
World War II, Korea,
in their new utopia, to rock the boat, once isolated bay on the west
Vietnam and was
awarded the Navy
the “useless eaters” have been done away coast of Vancouver
Cross for valor and
with. They mean to never again have Island. They were taken
later served as the
to a military facility
opposition to their worldly power, and that, Wednesday morning for
head of the Federal
unfortunately, means the “cleansing” of processing
A v i a t i o n
and
Administration under
those who helped them to reach their goal. questioning.
Reagan before being
This incident marked
The throne on which world-ownership rests
appointed to director
one of the largest arrivals
is not a multi-seated council whereby power of illegal immigrants in
of the National Air
is shared by the elitists in turn. You forget, Canada by boat in recent
And Space Museum)
were killed days
we are speaking of a lawless bunch of years.
Language
before the anniversary
difficulties
limited
Satanists who have no honor among them...
of the publicity-farce
authorities’ ability to
of a lunar landing?
determine exactly where
Donald Engen--a
the people came from or
decorated Navy pilotwhere they were headed.
-just doesn’t have an “accident” in a glider. His July “Our current assumption is that they were attempting to
13 death, and the death of Pete Conrad (while on his unload somewhere on the coast,” said the regional
Harley Davidson, out joy-riding with his wife and director for Citizenship and Immigration in Vancouver,
friends--I guess leisure sports is the “in” suiciding Canada.
“cover” this month) on July 8, would be classified
The 120-foot boat, with all its identification
pretty high on the list of improbable coincidences as to markings painted over with dark gray paint, was found
these accidents being untimely. The “dirty tricks” in Nootka Sound, on Vancouver Island, about 180 miles
department of MJ-12, with their ready staff of licensed northwest of Victoria. The ship was taken to Gold
trouble-shooters (pun intended) are on standby in a River, a small industrial port on the island’s
moments notice to carry out assassinations of people mountainous and sparsely populated western coast (so
who threaten to expose the clandestine dealings and you don’t see what is really going on), where the people
goings-on of the secret government.
were removed early Wednesday morning and taken by
The only qualm the executioners have about taking bus to a facility in the Victoria area.
out their own countrymen is in how best to make it
Two people attempting to swim away from the ship
appear in the eyes of the public. They have no were captured by two intelligence officers, disguised as
intentions of bringing more attention to themselves by off-duty police, who just happened to be on a fishing
taking-out one or two or a plane-load of witnesses--they vacation in the area. Unconfirmed media reports said
don’t want to cause the very revolution they themselves the two men were carrying large amounts of U.S.
are trying to start, until the laws and enforcement troops currency when they were captured. They didn’t get if
are in place and well hidden.
from the Chinese government, so you know they had
YOUR BORDERS ARE WIDE OPEN
help from your side of the ocean. This is how the game
FOR INFILTRATION
is played, neither side is fully aware of what their
potential enemy is doing. You have such a mix-up in
This is not against those who earnestly want to the spy-vs-spy method of secret coups and puppet
come to the U.S. to try to make a better life for governments that even the participants are not sure
themselves, or true political refugees seeking asylum whose side they’re really on. But one thing that is for
because of unjust treatment from the country they fled certain, the taking of the hard-won freedoms of the
from--after all, is this not the principle upon which your everyday citizen is the objective--no matter where
own Constitutional Republic was founded ?
individual agents owe their allegiance. You ones need to
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come into understanding that this is the common bond
you share with your richer or poorer cousins from other
parts of the world; and if you let them down you are
merely paving the way, with your own gold, along the
path of your demise which is sure to follow.
THE ELITE FEAR YOU
The usurpers of freedom and liberty don’t need any
free-thinkers among them in their new utopia, to rock
the boat, once the “useless eaters” have been done away
with. They mean to never again have opposition to
their worldly power, and that, unfortunately, means the
“cleansing” of those who helped them to reach their
goal. The throne on which world-ownership rests is not
a multi-seated council whereby power is shared by the
elitists in turn. You forget, we are speaking of a
lawless bunch of Satanists who have no honor among
them, but one thing they do possess in enormous
quantities is greed, and massive egos demand that their
desires be met.
This is the fatal flaw in their personalities, that not
only allow exposure to any and all who wish to see, but
the eventual destruction of their kind (meaning those
who are on the side of evil intentions) through their own
hands. As has always been the case with evil, they will
destroy themselves when given the opportunity--and
they need no help from God or any of His workers.
What happens when all the vipers and serpents are
gathered together in their hidden dens of assumed power
and manipulation is a natural order of things. Ego
“tripping” is just as dangerous for God’s followers as
it is for ones who are against God--the demands for
self-gratification become all-consuming and selfdestruction is inevitable.
Aton of Light did not make stupid and pointless
laws for you to blindly follow. There is balance and
incredible reason in why God gave you rules in the first
place. The giving-in to ego-desire does not promote a
healthy development and evolution of the human being,
it promotes disease and stagnation, and all the financial
resources and secret planning will not change one iota
of the truth of it. Ego-Self does not win in the end,
over the divine centeredness of spiritual compassion for
your fellow man. That is what we mean when we say
the adversary already knows who wins, the best he can
hope for is to have a really “good time” in the interim
period.
Evil is collecting as many shattered souls as he can,
because he understands that during the learning process
all are allowed to make mistakes (sins or errors) and
that it is fair grounds for the Anti-Christ to get you, if
he can persuade you to come over to the dark side.
And perchance, if he can make the evil influence seem
not so bad or make it look good, because he can show
you how it was voted-in, then he can amass a great
following of searchers looking for truth, who don’t
realize that they’ve found the exact opposite of that
which they’d sought.
YOU MUST COME INTO
SPIRITUAL KNOWING
Evil is truly in the last places you hoped to look,
and with the incessant baiting and lure of variously
well-orchestrated schemes to getcha, it can only be
sorted-out by the essence of God that is within you. No
(Continued on page 22)
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the IRS.
The IRS is just as much a part of the MJ-12 secret
government as SWAT teams have become in recent
years in the local police departments. The international
bankster-elite are not called “banksters” for nothing.
They have much of their resource earmarked to ensure
that you keep the steady stream of free and clear cash
flowing to them in their banking houses in Europe.
Ever since the taking of England, France and the other
nations of the old world by the Rothschild banking
family, there has been a need for an enforcement arm
of the central banks.

Bureau of Land Management to buy up the remaining
IRS HAS RELATIVELY MORE POWER
PUBLIC LAND, so no one gets to see, even from a
THAN HITLER’S GESTAPO
Commander Soltec present to speak on world great distance, the secret base everyone knows is there.
changes due to the effects of man’s tamperings and illThey couldn’t just merge the army with the banks,
fated attempts to bring about your Star Wars battles.
THE SYSTEM HAS YOU ALREADY
because sooner or later the people would rise up against
You have no conceivable idea of the damage caused by
the sitting king or queen or dictator and the banks
your use of technologies you know very little about.
You are already in the system, so it behooves you would be overrun with angry peasants who knew that
The knowledge to “split the Earth like an apple” has to not make a shambles out of that which serves you the cause of their intense poverty lie behind the secret
been around since the turn of your century, yet man as quite nicely. The big-boys understand that we do not vaults of the big money houses. The bankers had
a race has done nothing but create more and better want to takeover anything, nor do we advocate armed proven themselves to be a shrewd lot, however, they
ways in which to destroy himself. It is going to take patriots to go to war with their traitorous bunch of still needed a means of extending the capabilities of the
a shift in the manner in which you view your soul if politicians, who run
bank into an area that
you are to multiply your power to bring about a your army, navy and
only
investigative
positive change in your world.
air force. We are for
agencies
like the FBI or
LET US NOT FORGET TO
providing a better
MENTION THE FACT THAT THE INTERPOL could
FLOODS AND SUDDEN DOWNPOURS
alternative to the zeroreach. The bankers
CONSTITUTION SPECIFICALLY SAYS needed their own
alternative
your
BOTH MANMADE AND NATURAL
YOU ARE NOT TO PAY THEM d e t e c t i v e / l a w
adversary left you.
The pursuit of life
The heavy downpours that are ravaging areas of
ANYTHING--AND YOU WONDER enforcement agency.
your world in places that have no records of such rains, and liberty is like your
With more signing
WHY THOSE POLITICIANS SEE THE
and the flash-floods that follow, are the signs of some pursuit of lower taxes-of unconstitutional
CONSTITUTION AS AN OUTDATED documents the Internal
very serious occurrences. Kazakstan was invaded by a this IS legal under the
DOCUMENT THAT NEEDS TO BE Revenue
swarm of locusts after the Russian rocket shoot-down tangle of legal mess
Service
Khazrianover that region. Biblical signs-of-the-times get very your
became
more
feared
THROWN OUT--THAT’S THE ONLY
little notice among your other top stories of the day. lawmakers have set up
police for most
EVIDENCE THAT CAN BE USED than
The days of famine and pestilence are here, and yet for you. It is not
Americans.
In a
AGAINST THEM IN A LAWFUL country where citizens’
you continue on in your daily druthers, like you don’t recognized as a crime
hear the trumpets sounding. Las Vegas’ record flooding to want to preserve
rights are of paramount
CONSTITUTIONAL COURT!
that came without warning and flooded streets and your own lives or keep
importance, the gestapo
homes and swept cars away in torrents of water was more of your money
of Hitler’s Germany
not Mother Nature picking a bone with the gamblers; you worked for. This is what the thrust is--to make would feel right at home.
however, it may well be some friends in lofty places you feel guilt at wanting to save YOUR money.
To this day the power of the IRS goes unchallenged
making a display of their displeasure of being unfairly
and unquestioned in your courts of law. What is
treated, as to Nevada’s safe haven for sovereign
GUILT IS A TOOL
everyone so afraid of? It is like the Japanese POW
citizens, who come from all over the world to make use
camps where hundreds of American prisoners were
of the privacy afforded to its residents and business
Guilt is the big dividing line between how you feel being guarded by just a handful of guards and that the
clients.
as a human being and how you behave towards your fear of that which they didn’t see was stronger than the
How can you expect a system for protecting all the fellow humans. If you feel guilty over something, you one or two armed men that they did see.
people all the time to work, when you will need it to are not apt to put your best face forward--at best, it will
The idea of “the IRS” has become more powerful
be there for you, if you allow ones to misuse the be a face that hides your feelings of negativity over than the agency itself. And as long as the masses think
system? The adversaries to world peace are not very your own perceived inadequacies of something you did that way as a whole, the individuals that are arrested
happy with your use of their safe haven in Nevada, but or didn’t do. By creating such a feeling, associated and thrown into jail--BREAKING YOUR OWN
are perfectly willing to share it with you providing you with you giving away your money to the bankers in LAWS OF DUE PROCESS OF THE LAW AND
don’t abuse the privilege, nor draw so much attention England, you do not even question the legality or the UNLAWFUL CONFINEMENT (LET US NOT
to yourself that you cause the very idea of privacy to utter destructiveness to your nation by the income tax FORGET TO MENTION THE FACT THAT THE
be just a pretty sounding word.
system.
CONSTITUTION SPECIFICALLY SAYS YOU ARE
There are murderers on death row (many are not NOT TO PAY THEM ANYTHING--AND YOU
The criminals and crooked politicians who use
Nevada as their home-state for business matters rely on murders but scapegoats for crimes committed by police WONDER WHY THOSE POLITICIANS SEE THE
the privacy of business to do their activities without the and MJ-12 enforces--the death penalty is a convenient CONSTITUTION AS AN OUTDATED DOCUMENT
public being aware of what they do. This is why Area way of getting rid of any “evidence” that may resurface THAT NEEDS TO BE THROWN OUT--THAT’S
51 (A-6) is located in Nevada. Aside from the implicating the real killers who hold the keys to the THE ONLY EVIDENCE THAT CAN BE USED
convenient logistics of setting up a vast military and nation’s prisons) who are not treated as bad as the tax AGAINST
THEM
IN
A
LAWFUL
space base that is far from the prying eyes of the evader by the courts. The sole enemy to the massive CONSTITUTIONAL COURT!)--make wonderful
public, the financial freedom to privacy is the biggest occupational government now in place is any who point sacrificial-lambs signifying your powerlessness against
thing to come their way since the idea came for the out the illegality of the private police force known as the system.
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By knowing how to keep you in line through such
as fear of going to jail for the slightest offense--whether
or not you are guilty of the “offense”--the banksters can
manipulate your actions and the way you conduct
business in what you thought was an area of privacy
the government could not intrude.
Only the IRS allows for the intrusion into all your
business
and
private
financial
records
IMMEDIATELY--AND WITHOUT A SEARCH
WARRANT. To be allowed to enter a private business
or home and, regardless what the piece of paper says
(that they usually don’t have), then ransack the place,
looking for whatever they want, is nothing short of
organized pillaging. The most famous saying
comparing death to taxes was not thought of as a
whimsical jest for the frustrated but loyal taxpayer; but
the media planning of the elitists to create as much fear
and trepidation as possible by putting together the most
feared thing (the idea of death) to physically orientated
humans, with that which they want you to be equally
fearful of.

may be drawn, and the public would sooner or later
want to put an end to SOMEONE ELSE’S CONTROL
over the money that seems to be so abundant in
America, yet their problems are still not solved. Then
groups would form with new solutions to the money
problem in the U.S., which would lead to the disclosure
of the unlawful practices of the IRS. And when the
finger points to foreign bankers and old world nobility-that you have no allegiance to--the Rothschild house of
cards would come tumbling down.
Publications and newspapers that speak on this
subject are very high on the list of IMF agents’ list of
“troublemakers”, and all attempts to silence the truthbringers are used, though the bankers are careful not to
draw attention to themselves, for it would create the
exact kind of publicity that would spell disaster for
them. The problem of the truth-bringers would forever
be one to handle with the utmost caution--at least until
the country could be completely taken over and such as
the Constitution destroyed. Otherwise, there isn’t much
to be done as to more rapid means to assimilate the
masses into the elite system. One thing the adversary
is, when it comes to this method of capturing you, is
that he is very patient.

SOUL ATTACHMENT TO MONEY

This is a struggle for man’s soul, and the
PATIENCE IS A
moneychangers of old
have figured out how
VIRTUE FOR YOU
to get your money
AS WELL
This is a struggle for man’s soul, and
AND YOUR SOUL.
the moneychangers of old have figured
They have created in
This is a virtue that
out
how
to
get
your
money
AND
you the thirst for what
you too can learn to
money can give you-use to your advantage.
YOUR SOUL. They have created in
and
I,
Soltec,
You have seen how the
you the thirst for what money can give
understand the physical
elite have used it for
you--and I, Soltec, understand the
need for money,
gaining control of your
because I too hear
country and a world,
physical need for money, because I too
your prayers and
and you can go about
hear your prayers and petitions, and
petitions, and they are
your business building
they are mostly about money and how,
mostly about money
your own Plan 2000
and how, if you had
within the structure of
if you had more of it, your lives would
more of it, your lives
that which they have
be better. I am not here to argue the
would be better. I am
outlaid for you.
point--as a matter of fact, being rich
not here to argue the
Every road that
will
make
things
a
lot
easier--but
point--as a matter of
leads
to
the
fact, being rich will
conspirators--especially
having great sums of money rain down
make things a lot
in the courts of nonupon you can often be just as
easier--but having great
law--lead right back
detrimental as not having any.
sums of money rain
from them. These are
down upon you can
your inroads to taking
often be just as
back your freedoms
detrimental as not
(including your money
having any.
and your soul) from the beast.
Just as the tiny virus takes over the body and
There is much emotion and energy expended in the
direction of more money and what you can do with it. subdues it from the inside out, you now are in the
However, the majority of people spend their time position of that virus. The beast has taken you into it
worrying about what they can’t get, which sets them up bowels in its attempt to devour and digest you,
for a life that is full of disappointments and letdowns. however, you are not yet dispersed into none existence.
Most are not aware that the very act of being The essence of who you are remains, just like your
depressed over lack of money is having a devastating DNA remains and can yield the information necessary
affect on your body’s natural state of well-being. The to make another body, and like the DNA, your blueprint
high rates of cancer, stokes and heart attacks that can be adjusted to adapt to ensure your survivability
Americans suffer from, is in no small way, associated above and beyond that of your host. Only, instead of
with their feelings over money. Other countries are allowing the developing organism, that is you in this
compared with yours as to eating habits or how much example, to grow and multiply to the point of the
television you watch--but no comparisons are ever made demise of both, you can use the system (the host) to
about the effects the issue of money plays in the sustain you.
USE THAT WHICH HAS BEEN
emotional stability of the richest society on Earth.
This is not done for fear that too many comparisons
PUT HERE FOR YOUR USE
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You have good parasites and you have detrimental
ones in your body, but it is the behavior of the
organism that determines whether or not it is beneficial.
The adversarial-elite represent a kind of parasite that is
the worst--a malignant cancer--that is why your world
is in such disarray and your societies are eroding from
the inside out. Like New York’s infrastructure, there
comes a point when nothing more can be done and the
greed, carnage and constant taking, takes its toll.
You, on the other hand, are like that which lives in
harmony with that which is around you. When you live
and act in this manner, the environment you find
yourselves in works to sustain you in a wondrous
tradeoff that benefits both host and the tiny organisms
that utilize and are nurtured by the host.
Your relationship with the elite in Nevada can
prove as a model for cooperation with the coming one
world government. By proving you know how to work
within the system, without making waves, as in using
Nevada corporate structure, be it Las Vegas, Laughlin
or just inside the border, you are showing the elite that
you are being given divine guidance and are listening
to that guidance.
You become a more worthy “adversary” to the
adversary and he is more apt to leave you alone, since
by stirring the hornets nest--that otherwise would be
safely out of reach--you become much more trouble
than you are worth. If you are minding your business
and doing your work, you don’t draw attention to
yourselves--and always remember, the adversary has
much to do in his everyday dealings and plans, and he
will always be in confrontation with his various elite
adversaries and associates alike, for there is little
stability in the constant endeavors to conquer a planet.
SHAN IS REACTING TO THE NEGATIVE
VIBRATIONS GIVEN OFF BY HUMANITY
The seasonal changes are becoming less and less
like you remembered them--even the previous couple of
years you have been given weather conditions unlike
anything in your records. The public is fast coming to
the understanding that something isn’t right with Mother
Nature and it isn’t going to take that big of a nudge to
having them believe it was man’s tampering that upset
the delicate balance of your home habitat.
There are pulsed-waves and beams of every
description crisscrossing your atmosphere and
propagating through the planet, and it is causing great
distress to the living organism called Earth Shan.
The process of healing is wonderful for Mother
Nature, but it is fire and brimstone to humans living in
those areas. The Earth’s energy fields are the same as
your vital, emotional, thought and other “bodies” of
light that surround your physical body and allow you to
exist in the electrically-sensed coalesced world of
seeming-matter. It is through these other finer, rarified
bodies that you get most of your nourishment as to
“input” that keeps your functioning. Any disturbance
of those energy fields and your health is seriously
impaired.
Likewise with Earth. You have caused so much
disturbance in the natural fields and spheres of Shan’s
spirit “bodies”, that the planet’s ability to keep itself in
balance has become difficult. In order to regain
balance, Shan needs to repolarize the energy centers and
chakras, (vortexes of energy transfer points) and that
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calls for drastic climatic and topical changes. The
changes manifest themselves as volcanic eruptions,
earthquakes and the like. These are devastating to man,
but the lush mineral-rich lands that remain are very
fertile for trees, plants and vegetation--and the animals
and people who venture back to make such places their
homes.
It is the bigger healing processes of the planet as a
whole that are the more serious threat to you. Your world
is very near to making a pole-shift on the axis of its
rotation. This means a magnetic change that literally turns
the North Pole into the South (or some variant of it since
more than likely it will not be precise).
Craft from our Command have been attempting to
hold the Earth in alignment with balancing beams from
several large ships stationed in orbits over the poles and
equator. It is not something we can continue to do, for
the allotted time to help in this manner has elapsed, so
it is going to take a vibrational-shift of great magnitude
to remedy this problem.
The entire vibrational frequency of mankind as a
whole, plus, the energy vibrations of Shan itself will
need to increase if you are going to avert what will be
a total catastrophe to the human races. The other
creatures too will suffer through such cleansing, but the
planet will be renewed. It can be done in a more gentle
manner, but it is up to you whether or not you can
accomplish it.
The earthquakes you are experiencing, if you will
note, are happening in areas of great unrest and
uncertainty as to outcome of the inhabitants’ individual
plights. Just as are the flooding in places like India and

what is sure to follow. Just know, we are out here
doing our part, as our promise to the Creator Source,
to look after our younger brothers and sisters, and if
you happen to catch sight of one of our craft--enjoy the
light show!
These are grant times to be a part of--which is why
you came in the first place. May Love and Hope be
your elixir as we move through this time of great
change together.
Commander Soltec to standby.
SO BE IT!

It is the bigger healing processes of
the planet as a whole that are the
more serious threat to you. Your
world is very near to making a poleshift on the axis of its rotation. This
means a magnetic change that literally
turns the North Pole into the South
(or some variant of it since more than
likely it will not be precise).
China, but in addition to Nature sensing the negative
energy spots upon the “skin” of the Earth, your
adversary is also doing a little huffing and puffing--and
directing a few earthquakes in precision strikes or wild
fires in places that get the attention of the other players
in the game.
It will be a miracle if the space shuttle mission that
Commander Collins is in charge of doesn’t coincide
with the San Andreas fault line giving way or some
other large-scale disaster affecting millions of people.
But this is what the space program for Americans has
been reduced to, and it is a shame that so much effort
and money goes into project-fronts like the X-ray
telescope or a space station called Freedom--that is
touted to be for the betterment of mankind--butjust so
much more rush, rush secret military projects that
benefit no one.
Russia and the U.S. are in the midst of more
confrontations in space, and as you near the ending of
the millennium, you can be sure that what they have
brewing--success or failure--will be only a prelude to

Earth is Reacting to Humanity’s Negativity
(Continued from page 11)
It is going to take living, breathing people aligned in
service to the Creator Source to usher in the period of
radiance that God promised will come AFTER the cyclic
change. And if you are not open-minded and open-hearted
you will not recognize it anyway. How do you know you
are not already in the time of radiance? After all, you are
more than a decade into the new millennium as it is
accurately counted by the true HUMANS of aboriginal
descent who KNOW HOW IT IS.
Perhaps you should work to rise to the standards of
those whom you regard as pagan and without shame for
they have the strongest connection to the spheres of
spiritual understanding and it is they who attempt, with all
their being, to live in accordance with Laws of God and the
Creation.
May you see and find your way back from the abyss
and learn to live as mankind--equal to one another in spirit
and idea. Only by looking upon one another in this way
will you accept and respect the outward differences in
physical presentation, and when you have accomplished
this, no evolved tyrants can ever again come between you
with plans of manipulation and control. Knowledge of the
presence of God within you and within all people and
things gives you omnipresence and that, chelas, gives you
the feelings of oneness within God.
Salu.
I AM GERMAIN

Editorial Policy
Opinions of contributors to this
newspaper do not necessarily reflect the
views of CONTACT’s staff or
management.
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Urgent Memorandum
(Continued from page 13)
"MOSSAD" ARE ALL INTEGRATED INTO OUR
PROGRAM—JUST AWAITING A SLIP.
EVEN IF THERE WOULD BE SOME VALID
CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE--THE ONLY
ACCEPTABLE DOCUMENT WOULD BE A
PROVEN "ORIGINAL". THIS IS FAR WORSE
THAN COATING METAL WITH GOLD AND
HOPING NOT TO GET CAUGHT. DO NOT
ALLOW ANY OF THOSE COPIES, EXCEPT FOR
EXAMINATION, IN YOUR PRESENCE OR ON
YOUR LOCATION.
AND, NO ONE HAS
PERMISSION TO REPRESENT THEMSELVES AS
WORKING "WITH GAIA" WHO IS ACTIVELY
INVOLVED
IN
ANY
QUESTIONABLE
OPERATION OF ANY KIND.
CAN THESE BE PRESENTED AS A MEANS
BY WHICH OTHERS CAN ASSUME THAT THE
ORIGINAL 3392-181 DOCUMENT IS VALID?
ONLY IN THAT THE "CLAIM" IS THAT THOSE
ARE BEING RECOGNIZED.
I WILL REMIND YOU OF THE BOARD OF
DIRECTORS THAT THERE WAS AN EFFORT ON
THE PART OF THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT
OF THE UNITED STATES, AND OTHERS, TO
PURCHASE 3392-181 AND THE CONTRACTS.
THERE WAS ALSO A DIRECT OFFERING FROM
IMF TO BUY SOME CERTIFICATES TO GET
THEM RETIRED AND OUT OF CIRCULATION
BUT THE MAN SAID THAT HE "COULD NOT
WORK WITH 3392-181 CONTRACT OR
CERTIFICATE FOR IT IS THE ONLY ONE
OUTSTANDING WITH UNLIMITED ACCRUED
VALUE".
REMEMBER THAT IT WAS
SPECIALLY CREATED TO PRODUCE A
"SUPERFUND" AND THERE ARE NO MORE LIKE
IT--ANYWHERE.
YOU MAY PASS OUT THIS MEMORANDUM
OR YOU CAN HOLD IT BUT I PROMISE YOU
THAT THAT WHICH IS TAKING PLACE IS A
STING OPERATION AND A LOT OF PEOPLE
VERY PRECIOUS TO US ARE GOING TO BE
HURT AND END UP IN PRISON--VERY
SHORTLY.
THERE IS AMPLE VALUE IN OUR
PARTICIPATION OFFERING DONE IN A
TOTALLY LEGAL (GLOBALLY) MANNER TO
SATISFY ANYONE SO IT IS PURELY GREED
THAT
WOULD
CAUSE
PEOPLE
TO
ABSOLUTELY LOSE THEIR HEADS AND
UTILIZE SUCH GARBAGE. THIS TIME IT IS
WORSE THAN GARBAGE--IT IS A TRAP.
YOU, OR THOSE WHO HAVE COPIES, CAN
UTILIZE THOSE FALSE PAPERS TO SHOW
THAT THERE IS OBVIOUSLY VALIDITY TO THE
GAIA CONTRACTS--NOTHING MORE.
AND, YES INDEED, THERE IS A PLAN TO
LET A FEW GO THROUGH BECAUSE TO CATCH
US DOING SOMETHING SO FOOLISH WOULD
END THE ELITE’S PROBLEMS REGARDING
THIS PROGRAM.
YOU, AS DIRECTORS, MUST STAY
TOTALLY UNINVOLVED, AND I SEE AN
EFFORT TO TRY AND PULL YOU INTO GOING
HITHER AND YON AND ASKING FOR
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PAPER.
THE CIA, IMF, FBI, AND THE
BANKERS' SONALLY. IT IS NOT WITHIN OUR
AGREEMENTS AND MY CONTRACTUAL
AGREEMENTS SHALL NOT BE BROKEN WITH
THE GLOBAL CONTROLLERS. WE ARE ONLY
AS GOOD AS OUR WORD AND MY WORD
SHALL NOT BE BROKEN, OR EVEN COLORED.
IT IS TIME TO SHUT DOWN THE OFFERING
OF DEEDS TO EVERYONE WHO COMES ALONG
AND REQUESTS ONE, FOR THE PEOPLE HAVE
NO NOTION OF HOW TO FUND THEM. WE ARE
NOT AVAILABLE TO MAKE ANYONE,
INCLUDING NATIONS, WEALTHY. WE MUST
BACK OFF NOW UNTIL SOMEONE IS ABLE TO
BREAK THE DEADLOCK AND STOP PLAYING
IN A DOZEN GAMES AT ONCE. EVEN PNG
NEEDS SOME DEADLINES TO WORK AGAINST
OR THEY WILL BOG DOWN IN NOTHING BUT
POLITICAL ADVANTAGE-SEEKERS.
THERE NEEDS TO BE GOLD, EITHER IN
THE BANK OR AVAILABLE, TO COVER AS
COLLATERAL. BEYOND THAT EVEN THE
PROJECTS ARE NOT OUR PROBLEM EXCEPT
THAT WE ARE INVOLVED BY LEAVING OUR
ASSETS FROM THE TRANSACTIONS WITHIN
THE FUNDING LOCALE. IF NECESSARY TO
STOP THE WHEELING AND DEALING WE WILL
PULL ALL OUR SHARE OUT OF THE COUNTRY.
WE MAY BE FORCED INTO THAT
CONSIDERATION ANYWAY FOR NO ONE
SEEMS TO CARE TO UNDERSTAND THE
PROGRAM. WE ARE, HOWEVER, WITNESSING
THE VYING FOR POWER, CONTROL, AND A
CORNER ON THE FUNDS. THIS IS NOT OUR
INTENT OR PURPOSE. WE CAN FEED FISHES
TO THE PEOPLE AND KEEP THEM ALIVE FOR
A PERIOD OF TIME WHILE THEY LEARN TO
FISH FOR THEMSELVES. MORE IS NOT IN OUR
PLAN OR INTENT.
THERE ARE ENOUGH DEEDS AND
AGREEMENTS OUT NOW TO COVER
ANYTHING NECESSARY AND BREED ALMOST
UNLIMITED CORRUPTION. THEREFORE,
CAREFUL CONSIDERATION MUST BE GIVEN
TO "DOING" A TRANSACTION AND THAT
MEANS THAT THE "LEADERS" MUST KNOW
HOW TO DO--WITHOUT OUR PRESENCE IN
ANY MANNER WHATSOEVER. IT IS SELFEXPLAINED IN THE DOCUMENTS BUT THE
EFFORTS ARE, I REPEAT, TO CATCH YOU
DOING SOMETHING MORE IN INVOLVEMENT.
REMEMBER THAT EVERYONE REACHING FOR
SOMETHING IS "NICE" AND "SEEMS" INTENT
ON GOODNESS. GOD HAS RECOGNITION
THAT GOLD CORRUPTS AND YOU HOLD
BOTH. SECURITY AND INTEGRITY DEPEND
ON US DOING OUR JOBS WITH INTEGRITY,
HONORABLY, AND AFTER ACCOMPLISHMENT
OF ALLOWING A BASE OF VALUE TO BE
ESTABLISHED--IF THAT IS NECESSARY
(WHICH IS NOT NECESSARY TO VALIDATE
THE VALUE OF THE DEEDS), WE FOLLOW
THROUGH WITH OUR DEMAND FOR
ACCOUNTING, BANKING, AND GET OUT OF
THE PICTURE EXCEPT WHERE WE FOLLOW UP
IF WE INVEST IN A PROJECT "WITH" LOCAL
PARTIES. WE HAVE NO INVOLVEMENT
WHATSOEVER WITH POLITICAL POLICIES OR

POLITICIANS OTHER THAN TO, AT THE MOST,
EXPLAIN THE PROGRAM--BUT EVEN THAT
SHOULD BE TOTALLY UNNECESSARY.
THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING THIS
MATTER FOR IT IS CRITICALLY IMPORTANT
THAT YOU BE AWARE OF THESE DOCUMENTS
AND OTHER SCAMS FLOATING AROUND AND
THAT THEY ARE A DEADLY TRAP.
REALIZING THAT YOU ARE EXTREMELY
BUSY I WILL NOT BURDEN YOU WITH
FURTHER DETAILS AT THIS TIME.
Truth Should Never Offend
(Continued from page 7)
EKKERS DO SOMETHING IN RESPONSE TO MISMANAGEMENT PERPETRATED AGAINST SAID
CORPORATION--BUT DOING THAT PRIOR TO
NOW HAS BROUGHT THE WRATH OF THE DEVIL
DOWN UPON THEM.
THIS "IS" THE CORPORATION, ALL OF YOU
READERS, WHO WILL PAY THE DEBTS AND
RETURNS TO ALL "OUR" FRIENDS AND LENDERS. IT IS THAT CORPORATION WHICH WILL
PAY FOR ALL THE PROJECTS AND BEGIN THE
NATIVE AMERICAN PROCESSING INTO FREEDOM. DELIBERATE AND DAMAGING SABOTAGE
IS UNACCEPTABLE BUT IT SEEMS "YOU" HANG
THE MESSENGER AND REWARD THE CULPRITS
FOR SUCH DIRTY TRICKS.
I would leave this writing by urging you who continue
to support us in this critical transition to be steadfast in
your faith and KNOWING in your realization. FOR, I
AM, AND YOU HAVE FOUND WHAT YOU
SOUGHT--DON'T BLOW IT NOW! GOD IS NOT
SITTING IN HEAVEN SOMEWHERE SO ALL IS
RIGHT WITH THE WORLD AS THE SILLY SAYING
GOES. GOD IS RIGHT HERE AMONG YOU SO WE
MIGHT RECLAIM HONOR, TRUTH AND LOVE IN
THIS WORLD FOR HARDLY ANYTHING IS RIGHT
WITH THIS OLD WORLD UPON WHICH YOU ARE
BUT EXPERIENCING "REPAIRMEN".
With great love and blessings upon all for I have "no
enemies", only unknowing students who have tried to
become the professor when the kindergarten marks are not
yet written. Satan, by the way, is NOT MY ENEMY--HE
IS "YOUR" TEACHER. I HAVE NO PROBLEM
WITH HIM AT ALL! Furthermore, he will leave my true
children ALONE but will continue to allow his "kiddies"
to make as much mischief for you as they can. This is
YOUR problem for you must grow and learn until you
KNOW.
Salu
**********E.J.: Add this "complaint" about the way
I have written it to Cort's memo of the other day--and get
it OUT please. I need this final cleaning confrontation.
We can't do business in any large way at all until we get
some of these nasty details cleaned up and direct enemies
OUT OF OUR WAY--PLEASE. I don't want to wait, and
neither DO YOU, until the thing unfolds from other
parties. We have waited long enough to satisfy the turtles
in the slowest lane--but we need to move and get this
project flowing. I have to have public statements from
those who would be on my team, or OFF IT.*********
[Ron: Sorry to have ask this of you but I know of no
other way to get this and the following to Cort other than
to ask that you telephone him and either email it or fax it
to him. Thank you, EJ.]

JULY 26, 1999
Dear Cort,
[This is written by Doris with some help from GCH
and some editing by myself so if it seems "strong" you can
know that it is "serious"].
Up to this point I believe that we, the Ekkers, have
been patient, forgiving and absolutely gracious about the
distancing of yourself with relationship to personal attitudes and ongoing business regarding corporations. This
can no longer be the stance and we must now demand a full
explanation as to how business management could have
reached such a miserable state of incompetence at Nevada
Corporate Headquarters.
We have/HAD a working commitment for what we
call "Interim" loans (financing) structured through Global
Alliance Investment Association in the amount of $100
million. This was a pre-financing package to allow
functioning funds while larger business arrangements
were worked out. I am not going to give further information of the lender at this time.
Half of the funds approved and ready for distribution
would be advanced and would go to a gentleman by the
name of Manuel (Manny) (per our contract). He has made
two prior trips to London, Germany, and other places in
Europe and this last trip finalized the transaction. The
loans WERE TOTALLY APPROVED and the funds
were ready and waiting to be distributed, the proceeds to
be divided in half. One half would be set up for use by
Ekkers personally through "Global" as directed through
prior arrangements already established in Manila. The
other half would be disbursed to Manny. A very large
portion of that $40 million (Manny's) would go into a Las
Vegas bank through a corporation set up with NCH as
agent and with arrangements to be established with Manny
who could sign and conclude his own personal signatures,
etc., at the bank for that Corporate Account. The corporation is named GADI FOUNDATION FOR GLOBAL
EXCHANGE ASSOCIATION, set up in January, 1999.
Manny asked to delay doing his banking work until he
would be in the U.S. and could do it himself. This was a
Foundation set up in honor of his Father.
We have discrepancies in response to what happened
on that end at NCH from "a man named 'Danny' to a
'Robert' something..." coming into NCH for information-with a bunch of formal looking documents--inquiring
about Global.
These business people, Manny specifically, had already been to the State and to the County to check on the
status of the Corporations (his own as well as Global) and
he was told that NCH was the agent in both instances.
He then went to the office of NCH to do business.
Now, it is not news to him that Rick Martin, et al., had
cost him, and us, months of "time" through outright
sabotage of our ongoing business transactions which took
weeks to get back on track. So Manny was again
summoned to the funding location and on his way he
needed to get his accounts in Las Vegas squared and set
up the necessary go-ahead transaction information for
Global.
He tried to find out where he could find "Cort" since
"Ron" had been dismissed. Brent Moorhead overheard
the conversation and came forth exclaiming in a very
nasty manner that NCH no longer had anything to do with
Global and was not the agent .... and appeared upset over
the mention of the name itself. He didn't even bother to
inquire about the Gadi Foundation because he had all the
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information he needed and that was that there was a RAT
IN THE WOODWORK.
It seems Brent made quite a point about us (Ekkers
and/or Global) owing a lot of people a lot of money
including a lot of people in the Philippines.
The fact that THIS IS UNTRUE really has no bearing
on the absolutely inconceivable audacity and arrogance of
such a blatant misrepresentation of YOUR BUSINESS
AT NCH. A deliberate misrepresentation of this type
must surely be unlawful, unjust and might, even in this
world, be illegal. Cort, this is REAL DAMAGE IN A
VERY LARGE WAY. This has cost us, AGAIN, more
delay and possible NEGATION of the entire ongoing
transaction. If you are curious to the overall amount or
wherefrom is the resource, I suggest you ask Rick Martin
or Charles Neil.
Perhaps no one at NCH finds this terribly upsetting
but net loan to Global would have been $40 million which
we could all use right now. And yes indeed, it is TOO
LATE to fix this for the man had to go on to meet other
commitments. This is DELIBERATE BUSINESS INTERFERENCE AND VIOLATION OF AN AGENT'S
ETHICAL BUSINESS STANDARDS AND PROCEDURES. IT IS LIKELY THE FINAL BLOW IN ANYONE EVER AGAIN HAVING CONFIDENCE IN NCH.
IF A CORPORATION CANNOT GET SERVICE
FROM ITS AGENT, EVEN AS TO "BEING THE
AGENT", THEN YOU HAVE PROBLEMS. IT IS
ALSO OUR UNDERSTANDING THAT OUR "GLOBAL" PHONE LINE HAS BEEN DISCONTINUED-ALSO AT BRENT'S INSTRUCTION-- OR WAS IT
YOURS? AND HOW ARE OUR MAIL AND FAXES
BEING HANDLED?
Brad tells us that he had a phone call from your
attorney asking if he could accept service of a lawsuit from
NCH against Ekkers. We would hear your explanation of
what that is about but it better be very good and not based
upon "hearsay" or rumor. We can tell you that is a war you
cannot win; our counter suit will bankrupt NCH and ruin
you.
We can hope that the clear air up north is clarifying
your thinking. Las Vegas is surely not known for its good
vibes. We, and GCH, have pointed out more than once
that you are making the wrong choice. This is the last time
you get a chance to change your mind; there is no pleasant
future with Brent & Co. When his vengeance takes
precedence over his duty to his employer he becomes a
liability; in this instance, one you cannot afford. He will
not stand alone and face us; he will hide behind you and
NCH to defend him and he will take you down with him
before he will admit all of the damage he has done to us,
and in the end, to you.
GCH has made it very clear to us that our delaying a
decision on your part until we can have a personal talk
with you will not be tolerated. And we are far too
business-wise to leave it open-ended. You should receive
this message on the 20th or 21st. Ten days is an ample
period to decide and to let us know (it should not take 10
minutes to decide) so we will expect to hear from you by
the 31st. If we do not, we will presume you to be "on the
other side" and we will act accordingly. If you go with us
there will no doubt be some business apologies to be made
should we have an opportunity to repair some of the
damage.

Star Wars Scenario In Full Effect Now
(Continued from page 12)
WHEN PEOPLE HAVE THE TRUTH IN FRONT
OF THEM IT WILL CAUSE THEM TO BE ABLE
TO SEPARATE THE LIES FROM THE TRUTH
AND NO MORE WILL THE FALSE PROPHETS
AND MEDIA JACKALS HAVE THE FLOOR ALL
TO THEMSELVES. TRUTH SURVIVES ON ITS
OWN
MERITS
AND
NEEDS
NO
INTERPRETATION--ONLY SIMPLE OUTLAYING.
The spy groups that run the governments of the
world are not in the business of public truth. Quite the
contrary--it’s called COUNTERINTELLIGENCE.
Disinformation agents and the agencies they get their
mandates from are in the business of keeping the lies
alive. Be they the lies of the Jewish Holocaust (which,
again, did happen, but nowhere near the version of the
story you are continually given), who really won the
space race, or the biggie: “is there extraterrestrial life
outside Earth’s atmosphere?” This is what
counterintelligence was set up to do. And make no
mistake about it, people, it is not to spy on foreign
governments--THE ENTIRE SYSTEM IS BUILT TO
PERFECTION TO KEEP THE MASSES IN LINE!
Soon you are going to be shown some real aliens
(at the very best they will be replicas and hybrid
mutations manufactured right down on good old Terra
Firma) and some impressive (to you) craft that will
hover over one or two of your major cities for a time.
While the controlled major media gives you a live
reenactment of Orson Wells’ (he was counted among
the elite groups in his day and was regarded as a very
useful tool for getting you ready for today) War Of The
Worlds with physical aliens walking around playing
their parts ON CUE. This sets up very nicely the UN’s
role in picking up the pieces of the aftermath of the
initial attack that will be blamed on space beings.
Your leaders have already drafted laws and have
spoken many times in public forum, in various parts of
the world, in that WHEN the “threat” comes “this is
what we’re going to do.” But it never occurs to anyone
that perhaps those royal elitists already have such
technology--fully tested and working to perfection--and
are keeping it under wraps to somehow further their
rule over you.
Well, that is exactly what they did do and there are
few who are the wiser. However, by taking into
account that Fleming’s work is based on actual facts
from the annals of worlds secret agencies, it becomes an
easy task of substituting one way of looking at the
world for one that allows all those loose ends (the
masses are so accustomed to) to finally fit somewhere.
Because once you know that this is what it’s all about-and you have satisfied yourselves with your own
research that sufficiently proves these things to be
TRUTH--a whole new reality will open up for you.
NEW REALITIES ARE SUPPOSED TO BE
PART OF THE NEW MILLENNIUM

With the new millennium comes a new
understanding of reality. It will either be a reality based
on evil programing and pre-manipulated outcomes, or it
will be based on Aton’s new millennium of which you
Doris and E.J. are already 12 years into it. Descendants of the
ancients left on your planet have been waiting those 12
years to see how man handles the cyclic shift. Will you
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see the LIGHT or will you allow darkness’s evil plan
to be your destiny? You are coming into a time of
radiance but if you are not in a position to perceive it
in TRUTH you could very easily be fooled along with
the elect and end up experiencing a different kind of
rapture than the one your ministers preach about.
The adversary to humanity is hard at work to cause
you to fall into their staged version of REALITY
AFTER YEAR 2000. It is already a mind-set to you
ones as to a specific “change” of some kind happening
to your populations. Even if it is only a renewed sense
of hope that you “made it” through 2000 years of
history without blowing yourselves away, the masses
are expecting to “feel” something.
This is what your adversary is counting on. He
plans to manipulate those feelings to take you all the
way to the edge of the abyss. And on the orders of the
very Anti-Christ himself (this is just one representative
of many, many ones who are so aligned, but humanity
needs to have a physical representative of such an
entity--and, just like you conjured all your other fears-you have an entity that for all practical purposes fits
the role) cause you to be cast into the fires and
brimstone you have heard so much about.
Aren’t you tired of living out the projections of
Satanic beings who make it a sport to manipulate the
lives of the masses? The game of the Olympian Elitists
is to conquer a planet and its people to prove to
themselves that they are as powerful as the gods of
Greek mythology. And with the wedding of Princess
Alexia of Greece to Carlos Morales Quintana of Spain
at Saint Sophia Greek Cathedral in London, the
physical representation of evil does put its best face
forward as Satan is fond of using the mask of poise,
class and assumed beauty to hide hideous intent. It
works much better to spoon-feed you poison with a
mixture of sweet syrup and sugar--it goes down
smoothly, but that good taste lasts only a moment.
Have you forgotten your fables of houses of
gingerbread-hiding cannibalistic child-eaters and wolves
in sheep’s clothing? Those same stories that frighten
the daylights out of generations of children-turned-adults
did not go away as you matured; the bogeymen and
women of humanity just moved into the castles and
parliaments that terrorize you on a global scale. It is
by design that these stories are your mainstay of
“education” in your schools--this keeps the myths and
monsters alive because adults are even more afraid of
monsters than are your babies--AT LEAST THEY
HAD YOU TO CHASE AWAY THE GOBLINS;
THE ADULTS, HOWEVER, ARE LEFT TO FEND
FOR THEMSELVES. Your psychiatrists--who will be
your new religious overseers when the Anti-Christ
Khazar Jews declare your churches “insane”(due to
their constant manipulation and infusion of evil elements
to bring about just such results)--are sitting poised to
send millions of Christians to psychiatric prisons FOR
LIFE merely because of their beliefs.
If you are not angered and terrified beyond
description at this then you do not understand what is
going on. You are LEGALLY being robbed of your
right to be a living, breathing, thinking human being
and soon--IF YOU DO NOT ACT IN YOUR OWN
BEHALF--you will be “put away” without so much as
a trial. Wake up world, Satan’s troops are on the
march. Tomeros Korton to standby, please. Salu.
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Montauk Secret Base Caused Kennedy Crash
(Continued from page 3)
not just luck as some might have you believe. This goes
for all ones who gain headway into the world of bloodand-money partnership of the ordained world of politics.
Yes, there are ones who are not tainted when they enter the
fray, but it takes a strong will and an iron constitution of
personal strength to not be wooed, bullied or blackmailed
by the conspirators’ lobby.
Does “The Body” Ventura have enemies? Of course.
On the night that his unauthorized biography aired on
television--showing once and for all the behind-the-scenes
secrets of professional wrestling--a wrestler was MURDERED during a stunt on live cable before thousands of
pay-per-view viewers. In the game of understanding the
messages sent between players of the secret government
and outsiders making a serious challenge to gain entry to
the inner sanctums THE COINCIDENCES-THAT-ARENOT are the order of the day.
You would do well as an informed populous to pay
less attention to what you ARE being told and more to
what no one is saying anything about. Remember, as with
all news and media pronouncements and presentations:
turning around what is being told to you, nine times out of
ten, gives you the best picture of what the adversary is up
to.
May you use your newfound knowledge to turn back
the tide of evil that is washing over the land. Hold in your
hearts, always, that the Light of Truth is the only weapon
you really need to defeat thine enemies.
It is our mission to tell you and show you, and it is
yours to listen, learn and bring about change of a goodly
nature. Commander Korton to clear, please.
What Happened to John Kennedy, Jr.?
(Continued from page 5)
eventually found within one-half mile of the ideal,
highest-probability location—which, no doubt, was
determined not by the actual facts but by computer
simulations that could make the most sense out of the
debris field by simulation.
What REALLY happened during those four days
can only be a matter of informed speculation for
anyone not intimately involved in the operation. In
order to produce the “right looking” evidence for the
“official” story, some tampering would have been
necessary. The damage would need to appear plausibly
consistent with a high-speed plunge into the water,
rather than a mid-air disintegration. Instruments,
gauges and system monitors would have to be “frozen”
into the “right” positions. Most time-consuming of all,
the wreckage would have to be moved to a different,
less obvious location, to prevent anyone from stumbling
across the work in progress. This was facilitated by a
rule to keep all cameras more than five miles away
from “the crash site” (“out of respect for the family”)—
which was, as this article documents, seven miles from
the real point of impact.
What about the autopsies? Wouldn’t the bodies
have shown some evidence unique to the type of
weapon used to bring down the plane? They might, IF
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of what is important and what isn’t. There is never any
thought in the direction of “what did I get ‘spiritually’
from this or that?” Well, in the closing days of the
cycle, rest assured that you will be given plenty of
opportunity to ask those questions. Whenever a planet
goes through this transition period, many considered
weak have shown courage beyond that of the most
celebrated war hero. And those who proclaimed to be
evil-incarnate have fallen to their knees and begged
forgiveness of God for the actions that have brought
them to where they currently find themselves. Isn’t it
better to come into God’s good graces now, before the
storm clouds gather?
Man insists on doing things the hard way, but we
will always be on hand to assist those who earnestly
want to do it God’s way. For it is with these ones the
new and better way will come about. The selfproclaimed know-it-alls and the ego-filled intellectuals
who call themselves “experts” never seem to know very
much about that which they claim to be an authority of.
WITNESS PROTECTION
Well, we will see who are the charlatans and who
are the ones who put their actions where their words
As a final note to this article, any witnesses need to formerly did the song-and-dance. As your old adage
be made aware that their only protection lies in coming goes, “deeds, not words” get the shelter built or the well
forward with the truth of what they know. Trying to dug. Commander Korton to clear, please. Salu.
keep silent out of fear to stay alive has proven, time
after time, to be a fatal prescription. The more people
that share in your knowledge of events, the more likely
you are to live, as killing then becomes
counterproductive for the perpetrators. In the days and
months ahead, as the truth unfolds, be prepared for a
rash of accidental deaths and suicides—of at least 10
witnesses to the crash who are refusing to come
forward, plus any involved directly in the “recovery”
(moving) of the crashed plane.
the medical examiners knew what they were looking for.
Could the examiners be compromised? Of course, we
have seen that before. If the bodies had been irradiated
by the Montauk weaponry, or were otherwise unsuitable
for presentation, [Ed: or if they were simply NOT
THERE, a possibility raised by Commander
Korton’s writing of July 18, 1999, also in this issue]
it might have been necessary to replace them. The
latest reports of cloning capabilities indicate that it is
possible to create a replica within just 3 days, possibly
less without the need for memory downloads—another
reason why it might have taken four days to “find” the
wreckage. In order to make the replicas consistent with
the official story, they would have to have been
subjected to brutal deaths, consistent with a high-speed
plunge into the ocean in a small aircraft. Because the
replicas are created in a bath of liquid, the medical
examiners would easily have been fooled into thinking
that they were examining the real bodies.

Timely Take-Outs Show Elite Hand
(Continued from page 16)
one, not even this source, can tell you exactly how to
find salvation and help you avoid all the pitfalls of
Satanic trappings; however, this is as close as you are
going to come, for in the realms of God all things are
possible, but salvation cannot be given to you without
the slightest effort on your part--or it will not be YOUR
experience.
As much as we’d like to do so, we cannot do it for
you. You must come into your own knowledge-based
awareness of how it is. You must develop your own
individual relationship with the higher aspect of your
beings. No one can tell you how divine you are if the
one who is divine is ignorant of that fact. It falls to the
one who wants to be “saved”. You will do the saving
part and we will assist with what you need to get the
job done.
It is a partnership with your guardian angels and
the Hosts; this is the only manner in which the human
being can gain spiritual understanding and proper use
of his physical body for service unto God of Holy
Light. Your foray into third-density compression is one
in which most of your true sensing mechanisms are
inadequate or nonfunctioning, this is so you can focus
on what it is you came down to Earth to accomplish:
being God’s vehicle for goodly expression in visible
format.
The unseen world holds more splendor than can be
described to your recognized senses, so it is here, in the
physical world, that you place your worth and validity

Dr. Ron Carlson
Incarceration
Dr. Ron Carlson is noted by all who know him as one
who appreciates and stays in God’s Light to an
admirable degree. The fact that he and his wife Melissa
are very active politically is doubtless a factor in his
incarceration for daring to defy the criminal IRS.
We need to support him now as he challenges our
corrupt system and attempts to heal it from the inside,
a most difficult task and worthy challenge. To know
him is to respect the many offerings he has achieved to
gain autonomy for his brothers and sisters, not just
political and economic freedoms but also physical health
enhancements. Granted his first patent for his
incredible composite dental-bridge material on July 13th,
the same day our injustice system found him guilty of
trying to keep the rewards of his own economic efforts,
Ron is now to be used in another adversarial effort to
illustrate how we all should “do what we are told and
labor for the elite”.
Write Ronald S. Carlson, PSN# UJC 935, North
County Jail, Alameda County, 550 6th. St., Oakland,
CA 94607. U.S. Postal Money Orders in amounts of
$50.00 or $100.00 only. Please await further
information from Melissa Carlson if you wish to
contribute to the legal expense of their upcoming
appeal. Prison phone (510) 268-7777 for further
information on what you can send and visiting hours.
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New Gaia Products
Order by Mail

1999 Order Form

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126
(Please Print)

** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:
FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
FOR THE REST OF
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
CONTINENTAL USA
WY, NV
$
0-100
$6.00 $
0-100
$8.00
$ 101-200
$7.00 $ 101-200
$9.00
$ 201-300
$8.00 $ 201-300
$10.00
$ 301-400
$9.00 $ 301-400
$11.00
$ 401-500
$10.00 $ 401-500
$12.00
$ 501-600
$11.00 $ 501-600
$13.00

Order by Phone
1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
1 (702) 263-5181 FAX

Name

Date

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES
NOTE:
** For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
** For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
** All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing
for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
When
ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.
**

Street Address
City/Town

State/Prov.

Zip Code

Daytime Phone No.
Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Expiration Date

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR ORDERS,
PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

Signature For Credit Card Orders

PRICE

Item

PER UNIT
$ 20.00
16 oz.
GAIANDRIANA LIQUID
32 oz.
$ 40.00
16 oz.
$ 20.00
AQUAGAIA (Mitochondria)
32 oz.
$ 40.00
LIQUID
$ 8.50
1 liter
GAIALYTE
2 liters $ 15.00
1 liter
$ 3.50
KOMBUCHA TEA BREEZE
2 liters $ 6.00
16 oz.
$ 6.00
KOMBUCHA TEA VINEGAR
8 oz.
$ 8.50
CARBRAGAIA (FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)
$ 15.00
3.25 lb
MELLOREAM BEVERAGE POWDER
“3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES $ 18.00
60 CAPSULES
“4 IN 1” WILD YAM EXTRACT
180 TABLETS
A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula
300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.
CHLORELLA
90 TABLETS
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS
— 30 Day Supply
GAIATRIM
180 TABLETS
GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract)
60 TABLETS
OLIVE LEAF
OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT
35 PG.

by James R. Privitera, M.D.

BOOKLET

60 CAPSULES
RARE EARTH CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
POSLIN CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES/450mg. EA.
ALOE PLUS 77

Alfalfa & Minerals
90 CAPSULES
ALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS
60 CAPSULES
NONI
30 CAPSULES
MEGA-MULTI VITAMINS
ALOE JUICE Whole Leaf Aloe Vera Concentrate1 liter
(10X STRENGTH)

(CHERRY-BERRY)

(CRANBERRY-APPLE)

SUPER OXY
BODY BOOSTER
LIQUID LIFE
GAIAGLO LOTION
HORSETAIL TINCTURE
GAIA VITE Colloidal Multi-Vitamin & Mineral
GAIACOL

Colloidal Silver with trace minerals & Trace Gold
suspended in a distilled water fluid

GAIAGOLD
Colloidal Gold

GAIA DHEA Colloidal Dehydroepiandrosterone
Colloidal Copper
GAIA CU-29
Colloidal Titanium
GAIA TI-22
GAIALIFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121++

$ 22.00
$ 24.95
$ 21.00
$ 24.50
$ 35.00
$ 24.95
$ 24.00
$ 2.75

S&H
included

$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 16.95
$ 30.00
$ 22.00
$ 11.00
$18.00

2 oz.

$18.00
$ 20.00
$ 22.00
$ 20.00
$ 8.00
$ 10.00
$ 10.00
$ 56.00
$96.00
$ 20.00
$112.00
$192.00
$ 20.00
$ 10.00

2 oz.

$ 20.00

2 oz.

$ 10.00

1 quart
32 oz.
32 oz.
4 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.

Qty. Amount

PLEASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART (located on the top of this order form)
WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR ALL New Gaia Products.

✴ FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE
TM
PACKAGES,
BREAD
PRODUCTS,
MICROWATER
ELECTROLYSIS, BEANS AND LENTILS PLEASE CALL FOR
SHIPPING RATES.
PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

PRICE

Item
Trace minerals & Colloidal Silver
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide

OXYSOL

GAIACLEANSE KIT

Qty. Amount

PER UNIT
$ 8.00
$ 45.00
$ 75.00

2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

$ 48.00

14-DAY PARASITE PROGRAM

Individual components sold seperately—call for prices

GULF WAR SYNDROME “Starter Kit”

$260.00

NICOTINE___

$ 6.00
each

2 oz.

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND
ALCOHOL___

CAFFEINE___

SUCROSE___ STARCH___
○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK

○

○

○

$

✴ HITACHI (HB101) BREAD MACHINE
(Whole Wheat & Spelt)

BREAD MIX

(Pure Spelt)

○

○

○

$

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

3.50

GAIASPELT FLOUR
WHOLE GRAIN

2 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
8 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$ 2.50
$ 5.00
$ 10.00

✴ GAIASPELT KERNELS

4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
10 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$ 5.00
$ 12.50

✴

○

15.00
No Longer Available

(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

✴ GAIASPELT

○

✴ PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix
5 Audio-cassettes

$130.00

✴ MAINTENANCE PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

$ 80.00

✴ MiCROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS
ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM

VORTEX KIT
ADZUKI BEANS
RED LENTILS
Please make all checks and

$

50-LB BAG

8.00

$ 50.00
No Longer Available

50-LB BAG
TOTAL

money orders payable to:

SHIPPING & HANDLING

New Gaia Products

SUB TOTAL
SALES TAX

P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126

$1100.00

Nevada Residents only: add 7%

TOTAL ENCLOSED

○

○
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CONTACT: THE PHOENIX EDUCATOR

PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC.,
MENTIONED IN THIS
NEWSPAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE:

THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED THE Phoenix Journals AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO
BECOME AWARE OF LONG-STANDING DECEPTIONS AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES
AT THIS TIME. SINGLE Journals ARE $6.00; ANY 4 Journals ARE $5.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE Journals ARE $5.00 EACH
(Shipping extra—see right.)

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL....
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
21. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE
38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. II
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A PLANET—ZIONISM IS RACISM
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK
55. MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000—DIVINE PLAN VOL.II
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUM-BEAT!
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
69. TATTERED PAGES
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
71. COALESCENCE
72. CANDLELIGHT

PLEASE NOTE:
CONTACT and Phoenix
Source Distributors are NOT
the same! Checks sent for
JOURNALS or book orders
should NOT be made out to
CONTACT—and
vice versa.

73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.I
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UNFOLDED VOL. II
75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES VOL. III
76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME
78. IRON TRAP AROUND AMERICA
79. MARCHING TO ZOG
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS
83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS
84. CHANGING PERSPECTIVES
85. SHOCK THERAPY
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN!
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION LEGION
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH
92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD WITH THE CROOKS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER PLAGUES
94. WINGING IT....
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
97. HEAVE ’EM OUT (Phase Three)
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND?
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN CONSPIRACY
100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CONTROL—THE RAZOR’S EDGE
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND CEMENT CHILDREN
102. SACRED WISDOM
103. CONFRONT THE NOW CREATE THE FUTURE
104. FIRST STEPS
105. AMERICA IN PERIL—AN UNDERSTATEMENT!
107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE...!
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLER
“AND OTHER FORMS OF MURDER” (The Health Book)
222. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 1;
223. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 2;
224. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 3;
225. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 4
227. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 1;
228. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 2;
229. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 3;
230. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 4

PHOENIX SOURCE
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
P.O. Box 27353
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

(or call)
1-800-800-5565
(Mastercard, VISA,
Discover)

Phoenix Source
Distributors
SHIPPING
CHARGES:

CONTACT:
is published by
CONTACT, Inc.
P.O. Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126
Phone: (800) 800-5565

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by phone to 1-800-8005565. Subscribers: Expiration date appears on upper left side of mailing label.
Quantity Subscriptions: U.S. For Foreign subscriptions call or write for shipping charges.

Editorial Policy
Opinions of the CONTACT contributors
are their own and do not necessarily reflect
those of the CONTACT staff or management.

Q UANTITY S UBSCRIPTIONS

U.S.

CAN/ FOREIGN Qty OF ISSUES
MEX
$40

$45

$60

$40
$80

10
25
50 100 COPIES
COPIES
COPIES
COPIES
13 ISSUES $95 $125 $160 $275

$80

$90

26 ISSUES $190

52 ISSUES $110

$150

$150

$170 52 ISSUES $380 $500

Qty OF ISSUES

U.S.

13 ISSUES

$30

26 ISSUES

w/ENVELOPE

$250

$320

$550

$640 $1,100

BACK ISSUE RATES
Miscellaneous copies of individual back issues are $3.00 each copy
Shipping is included in the price for U.S. orders
Foreign please call or write for additional shipping charges

UPS-$3.75 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
ALASKA & HAWAII
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1st title, $1 ea add'l
CANADA & MEXICO
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
Airbook-$4.50 1st title, $2.00 ea add'l
FOREIGN
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate
(Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery
on all book orders)

TELEPHONE
HOTLINE
805-822-0202

T H E P H O E N I X E D U C AT O R

S INGLE S UBSCRIPTIONS

USA (except Alaska & Hawaii)

As an adjunct to CONTACT,
the Telephone Hotline keeps you
as informed as possible on current
events and other important
information that needs to get to
our subscribers before our
publishing date.
The message machine will
answer after 2 rings if there are
any new messages for that day, and
after 4 rings if not. Thus daily callers
can hang up after 2 rings and save
toll charges if no new message has
been recorded. If the Hotline does
not answer your call, then there is
currently no Hotline message.

